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The spring show season (which really starts in the 
winter) is just beginning across the Midwest.  This 

is a time of year that most rabbit enthusiasts look forward 
to, and I am no exception. After being cooped up all 
winter, it is nice to get out and see fellow Dutch breeders 
and see how your animals compare to others after a few 
months off.

It is also when everyone starts looking for Dutch 
rabbits!  I have had numerous inquiries over the last 
couple of weeks from people wanting to buy Dutch!  If 
anyone ever wants to gauge how popular our Dutch 
rabbits are, simply look at the demand!  We always have 
many Dutch being sold at our National Dutch show, but we 
should expect that as the Dutch is what has brought us all 
together.  But, if we look at the number of animals sold at 
the ARBA Convention, that tells me that there is not only 
demand from our Dutch breeders, but from many, many 
who are wanting to get into Dutch.  The success that our 
Dutch have had at the last few ARBA Conventions should 
make our breed even more popular!

Todd Uran and Dan Monohan are working on building 
up the inventory of new publicity items which will be 
available at the NDS.  They not only will have a nice supply 
of patches and apparel, but possibly some new items that 
other breeds will soon be wanting for themselves?  More 
details as this unfolds.

This years National Dutch Show will be in Bloomington, 
Illinois, April 11-13.  We have been having record numbers 
the last few shows, so this again should be a large showing 
of Dutch!  I’m sure Dick Gehr and crew will make this one 
run as smoothly as ever.  If you have not been to a NDS 
before, it is a nice time to not only acquire stock, but 
to meet and talk Dutch with the most prominent Dutch 
breeders in the country.

I think I have attended every NDS since 1986, except 
maybe Portland or somewhere in the Northwest in the 
late eighties.  Well, I will miss this years NDS as well.  My 
wife and I are expecting our second child the end of April 
(another girl), so I’m sticking a bit closer to home.  I will 
miss seeing everyone, seeing the building full of Dutch, 
and the friendly competition that comes with such a big 
show!  My rabbits will be in attendance, but showing is 
just not the same if you are not there.  I have told some 
they should get a hands free phone because I will want 
constant updates on how each class is going!

If any clubs are wanting to bid on the 2011, or even 
2012 NDS, please plan to present your bid during the Board 

meeting at the NDS.  It is never too early to start planning 
for one of these as the early bird gets the worm!

I recently stepped down as the Ohio State Dutch 
Rabbit Club President.  I had served in that capacity for 
the last ten years or more.  With the OSDRC, I simply felt 
it was time for someone else to lead the way.  Now, it is 
time for me to step down as the ADRC President as well.  
I cannot locate my box of old Dutch Reporters to see when 
I actually became the ADRC President?  It seems like a 
long time ago!  I know it has been at least eight years, 
maybe more.  I was elected after Fred Mullinax decided 
not to run for another term, just can’t remember what 
year that was?

The office of ADRC President does not take that much 
time.  It takes a little time to write an article, which I 
will continue to do.  It takes some time to figure out who 
would be the logical choices for committees.  It takes 
some time to follow up with committee chairs and others 
to see if they are doing what they should be.  Time is 
not really the issue.  What it takes is enthusiasm and 
energy!  When I first became President, I tried to due 
monthly updates to the Board.  I have not done those 
in years.  It takes energy to help organize and run the 
meetings, answer questions, and more questions, and 
more…………………..

Right now, my business has grown, my family is 
growing, and my enthusiasm has waned, and along with 
that, the energy that I choose to devote to the club.

I will still be around, and in several years, maybe I will 
want to serve on the Board again?  But, right now, I want 
to go to the show, talk Dutch, spend some time enjoying 
the show and talking to the other breeders which it seems 
I no longer am able to do?  Jack Wireman always said 
more than two terms is too many, and I contemplated not 
running again at that time.

However, we have a very capable person who will 
be moving up from her Vice-President role to serve the 
remaining portion of my term.  Sue Hill will be the new 
ADRC President!  She has been a big asset with several 
of the issues that have come up the last few years and 
will do a great job as President!   Sue and I have spent 
countless hours on the phone the last few years and I have 
every confidence she will serve the ADRC well!

Thanks for supporting me in the past and I look 
forward to seeing all of you this fall in Louisville!

 Kevin Hooper
Out – going President

President’s 
Report

Kevin	Hooper



thoughts for clothing or other items for the publicity 
department.  We want to be getting sweatshirts, jackets 
and t-shirts YOU want to wear so they don’t stay on our 
racks like Mr. Scary Rabbit did back in Milwaukee.  See 
something cool at another breed booth at ARBA?  Let Todd 
and Dan know! 

Our booth committee is starting to form ideas for 
ARBA decorations so if you are interested in helping, 
please contact Melody Stremkowski .  We would like to 
have our booth represent our fine breed with more than 
we’ve had in the past.  This is the time for those with a 
crafty streak to jump in and get involved!

The spring shows are starting now and, as usual, 
breeders are anxious to show after winter withdrawal.  
The gas prices are at an all time high, feed prices are 
going up dramatically, and the cost of entries will most 
likely follow suit.  So what is a Dutch breeder to do?  

First of all, it’s a perfect opportunity to really assess 
your herd for the stragglers that are not producing 
like they should.  I have held onto does that have only 
produced marginally because I really liked them or the 
line they came from.  It is when cages space becomes an 
issue that it is very easy for me to weed out those does 
and keep the ones that are an asset to my program.  Look 
over your herd and if there are animals that you have 
vacillated over hanging on to, they are the ones to cut 
out.  It is very possible to produce top quality without 
quantity, AND cut down on the feed bill in the process. 

If you have any breeders in your area, it may be 
feasible to travel together to shows to share gas expenses.  
It also makes it easier to do those early, early morning 
drives when even the sun is still sleeping. 

Depending on the area you live in, certain feeds may 
only be available.  Ask the dealer if there is a program 
that offers discounts for quantities purchased and perhaps 
you can split an order with one or more breeders to get 
the price down. 

Clubs are also looking at ways to cut costs.  Double 
shows help to draw more exhibitors to offset the rental 
costs and judges fees.   It is something we had talked 
about for years with the Dutch Nationals.  We have 
already shared with other breeds and it went well.  
Building rental is becoming very expensive so the clubs 
putting on our shows are especially appreciative of your 
patronizing their events.  Consider helping sort cards, 
offering to write for your breed, or donating towards the 
raffles.  It’s a great way to meet new people and share a 
sense of satisfaction in being involved!

In the coming DR’s it would be nice to see some 
articles on rabbitries.  We have a couple breeders that I 
am aware of that have either built a new barn or are in 
the process of designing one, and there are most likely 
several more people in the Dutch world .  John Milroy’s 
barn is up and running.  He took pictures of it as it was 
being built and it is truly a beauty!  Perhaps John will 
share these with us, along with an article of what was 
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Like many of you, I love to find little rabbity things 
to add to my collections through out my home 

and gardens.  They end up being wonderful conversation 
pieces. I dragged a carved wooden rabbit home from 
Jamaica a couple years ago after the artist continued to 
drop the price to keep me from buying a similar one from 
the next booth.  While furniture shopping, I practically did 
a back flip in the middle of a store one day when I found 
a cabinet with the two front doors painted to look like 
rabbits in a hutch.  A pair of concrete gargoyle rabbits, 
one of which is now sporting only three and a half legs 
after tumbling out of my hands, glares at visitors from my 
front step.   A chainsaw carved rabbit stands at attention 
in my garden out in front of the barn.  The mailbox will 
soon have a metal bunny and friends attached to the top.  
The Christmas tree has rabbit ornaments from 25 years of 
traveling across the country.   I could go on and on listing 
all the Lapin things that have found their way here.

Yesterday, though, I saw something that even I, master 
rabbit thingy collector, could not bring myself to buy.  

A  tee-shirt.  

Oh, yes, it did have a rabbit on it.  And it certainly 
would have been a conversation piece.  It caught my 
eye as my husband and I exited a magnificent exhibit 
at the Milwaukee Public Museum appropriately titled 
“Body World”.  Many of you have already seen it.  For 
those of you that have not, it is an incredible display 
of the human body from the inside out.  Actual bodies 
and organs donated to science have been painstakingly 
prepared with a special plastic compound and are shown 
in poses that allowed visitors to see muscle, cartilage, 
bone, nerves and blood vessels in a mind boggling display 
of human art.

In comes the tee-shirt.  Instead of having a nice Dutch 
on the front, it had a werewolf looking creature standing 
upright, front paws extended out—body dissected like 
the human exhibit I had just intensely studied for the 
past two hours.  There was no fur, no Dutch belt or blaze 
or stops.  Just a rabbit shape made of muscle and blood 
vessels, walking zombie-like across the front of the shirt.  
My initial, “Oh, honey, look!” comment soon changed to 
“What…in…the…world??” It was, in my humble collector 
opinion, the most horrifying aspect of the entire Body 
World exhibit.  Needless to say, it stayed on the rack.

Speaking of tee-shirts, though!  Our new dynamic 
publicity duo, Todd and Dan, are busily ordering fresh 
merchandise for our upcoming NDS.  This is the time to 
email Todd and let him know if you have any exciting 

Vice-President’s 
Report

Sue	Hill



included in his design.  Dan & Theresa Schwandt have 
moved to a gorgeous home with land for the menagerie 
they have.  A state of the art barn plan has been brewing 
in Dan’s brain for some time.  The Upper Midwest Dutch 
group has generously offered to come help build it but 
for reason, Dan breaks out in a sweat at the thought of 
it.  Regardless, we may be able to see that barn building 
project in the near future highlighted in the DR.  Kristine 
Leverich from the Wisconsin Dells area is also putting up 
a nice barn.  If anyone else is planning a new Dutch barn 
or shed, contact a director so we can highlight you!  And 
Kevin Hooper still needs to send in pictures of his barn 
that is one of my all time favorites for character.  He 
assures me that will be coming.  

Hopefully, many of you have litters on the ground 
and promising youngsters already separated out that 
are getting your hopes up for a big win at NDS!  Our 
convention is a bit early this year so litters had to be 
planned sooner than in the past.  If you are thinking of 
making this NDS your first, you will not be disappointed by 
the quality of animals under one roof.  If you are looking 
for new stock, this is a perfect opportunity to check out 
great Dutch from top breeders from all over the country.  
Once you try experience a show such as this, it is hard to 
not make it a part of your showing year from then on!

My report is longer than usual, especially since my 
last report was lost somewhere in internet land black 
hole.  I was not aware it did not make it to Dick until 
I opened the DR and found my little blurb missing.  Of 
course, I have had some nice gentle razzing from friends 
on this so I guess the good thing is I know it is at least 
being read!

Lastly, the board will be working hard in the coming 
months on many projects with one of those being the 
rewording and rewriting of our bylaws to get them up 
to date.  A committee will be in place shortly to work 
on that.  We are continuing to look at ways to make the 
club stronger and encourage more involvement from our 
members.  Rick Billups mentioned in his director report 
that he hoped more people would help out when needed.  
The same people can always be counted on to help out!  
Here are a couple suggestion to get YOU involved; When 
this NDS rolls around, grab a pen and write remarks for 
a couple hours.  It is not hard and is quite interesting to 
work along side the judge.  Or, consider being a relief 
writer for a shorter period of time.  If you are watching 
your rabbit being judged, grab those animals already 
placed and bring them back when they are ready for the 
trip back to their pen.  If you are snapping pictures, send 
some nice ones to Dick for use in the DR.  Julie Hume can 
also use pictures for the website so drop her an email and 
let her know what you have.  

Let’s continue to make this club one of the best 
because it IS and always WILL BE!

Best of luck in Dutch~

Sue Hill
Verona, WI
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Secretary - 
Treasurer’s 

Report
Barb	Kline

I would like to first point out that the financial 
statement is in a little different format this time.  I 

have included all the different funds into one profit and 
loss statement but listed them separately on the balance 
statement.  Since I am taking care of all the funds I 
figured it would best to combine them but also as you 
can see they each have their own balance.  One beginning 
balance I do not have is the Publicity fund.  Angie Aisbet 
is sending me the balance left in the checking and the 
certificate of deposit in the next couple of weeks and 
I will then amend the balance statement. If anyone has 
any questions on this new format, please do not hesitate 
to ask.

We currently have 937 members in the ADRC.  292 
of those members are members that joined in 2007.  
The breakdown of membership types is as follows: 336 
are in a family membership, 116 are in a husband/wife 
membership, 263 are single memberships, 156 are youth 
memberships and 66 are lifetime members. Also the 
breakdown between adult and youth members is 594 adult 
members and 343 youth members.  We have 50 members 
that are currently 90 days or more delinquent with their 
membership.  These members will be dropped from the 
membership once they reach 180 days delinquent.  We 
have 63 members that are currently 90 days or less 
delinquent with their membership.  Please review the 
expired membership listing in this issue and posted on the 
website and see if you are one of these members.  Also 
please if you see any of these members at a local show, 
encourage them to get their membership dues paid.

On January 1st we started a new membership contest.  
For the month of January I had 2 new members join and 
one of them had a referral listed.  As you attend your 
local shows, take along some membership applications 
with your name listed as the referral and hand them out 
to prospective members.  The member referring the most 
new members at the end of the year will receive a $20 
gift certificate to the ADRC to use in Publicity or towards 
your membership renewal. 

Barb Kline
Secretary/Treasurer
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Barnes  Briony  KS Jeffreys Stephanie TX
Bice  Tiana  CA Kennedy Alan  KS
Branson  Derek  OH Kiser  Madeline CA
Branson  Laura  OH Lilly  Eleanor  NH
Branson  Scott  OH Lilly  Richard  NH
Branson  Tyler  OH Lorea  Chris  MT
Brown  Jeff  CT Lorea  Pam  MT
Brown  Julie  CT Mansour Gabriella CA
Collins  Ian  MN Martinez Rosa  NM
Crawford F. Clark  VA O’Dell  Kristen  IN
Cumming Eleanor  CA Parham  Mitchell  CA
Erbe  Carl  CA Parsell  Megan  IL
Falaschi Corie  CA Rose  Megan  IL
Hale  Jaime  WA Ryan  Cindy  MS
Hamm	 	 Ashley	 	 IN	 Schimmelfing	 Keith	 	 NJ
Hamm  Braxtin  IN Taylor  Jeff  MI
Hamm  Hallie  IN Taylor  Nancy  MI
Hamm  Jessalynn IN Van Booren Julie  CA
Hamm  Justin  IN Vanduzer Paul  NY
Hamm  Salina  IN Wade  Jessica  CA
Harrah  Doug  IN White  Karson  CA
Hockenberry Shanelle CA Wirght  Callie  CA
Hose  Karlie Renae MD Wiseman Tami  OH
Huebner Lauren  WI Wiss  Lauri  TX
Jeffreys Eric  TX Woehl  Adam  IA
Jeffreys Lexie  TX Woehl  Kendra  IA

Welcome New Members !!

Congratulations to Ryan McClish, winner of 
the 2008 NDS Art and Photography Contest!

Thank	you	everyone	who	participated	in	the	
contest	and	a	special	thanks	to	our	judges,	

Sue	Hill,	Warren	Wiltman,	and	Rick	Lehmann.	
Check	out	the	website	to	view	all	the	entries	at	

www.dutchrabbit.com.

Congratulations 
Natalie Schellhamer!

Graduated from youth to open 
classes on 

December 17th, 2007
Womelsdorf, PA
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Director’s 
Report

District One
Rick	Billups

I hope this issue of the Dutch Reporter finds everyone 
well and preparing for the upcoming Nationals in 

April.  The last issue of the DR had all the information on 
the Nationals along with several hotels to choose from.  
I think the biggest shock was the check-in time being 
posted as noon on Friday verses the standard or normal 
time that we have come accustom to.  I understand 
the challenges faced by the host of this year’s NDS but 
possible issues should have been discussed during the last 
general membership meeting in Grand Rapids.  We all 
look forward to the NDS and schedule our breeding and 
vacation time around it.  Let’s make the best of it the 
situation and lend a helping hand to make the show go 
quick and as smooth possible.

Our winter here in Ohio has been mild compared to 
other parts of the country so I expect we will see a great 
number of juniors on the table this spring.  The Ohio State 
Dutch Club has seen a change in officers this past election, 
Todd Uran is now President.  I want to thank Kevin for a 
job well done and hope he enjoys his break from office 
but understands he’s always just a phone call away.  I’ve 
been a member of the Ohio State Dutch Club for over 25 
years and can only recall 3 men serving as President of the 
club, Jack Wireman, Larry Nixon and Kevin Hooper.  Both 
Jack and Kevin served their Presidency while also holding 
the same office in the ADRC.

I hope to see you this spring in Illinois,

Rick

This article is not about rabbits. 

Two days after Christmas one of my 
grandsons was struck in the head by a bullet 
from a large caliber handgun. In a cruel twist 
of fate, the accident occurred while my son, 
the boy’s father, was examining the gun. As 
you can imagine, nothing else has seemed very 

Director’s 
Report

District One
Ray	Brewer

important to us since then. On the way to the 
hospital only one thought came to my mind 
– best possible outcome! I  repeated the phrase 
over and over to my son. We said it  to each 
other many times over the next few days.

One of my assignments from high school 
Engl i sh  L it  c lass  was to read “A Tale of 
Two Cities”. In the opening chapter, Dickens 
expressed the sentiment that these were “the 
best of t imes and the worst of t imes.  I  wondered 
then how the paradox of such diametrically 
opposed ideas could exist at the same time. 
Over the past month I  have come to understand 
that such things are indeed possible. During 
this t ime when we were bombarded with one 
negative diagnosis after another predicting the 
worst possible outcome for Weston we were 
buoyed by the faith, prayers and hugs from 
family, fr iends and even complete strangers. 
The number of people praying for Weston grew 
from a few that f irst night to dozens and then 
thousands all  across our great country.  Our 
paradox: the devastating thought of loosing this 
precious child while all  the while experiencing 
the exhilaration of feeling the presence of God 
and seeing miracle after miracle take place in 
answer to all  the prayers sent up in our behalf. 
After 4 or 5 days, against al l  odds, we were 
told that he might survive; but, the wonderful, 
wacky kid we knew could never return and that 
body in that hospital bed would remain in a 
permanent vegetative state. 

In answer to yet another prayer, Weston was 
accepted by and transferred to Children’s 
Healthcare of Atlanta at Scottish Rite on Monday, 
January 14, 2008.  The first day of rehab saw this 
child with “l ittle hope of meaningful recovery” 
talking to his parents!  

Two weeks into his rehabil itation, he is 
talking, laughing, joking, eating whatever he 
wants, and participating actively in his own 
rehabil itation!  Weston is setting goals for 
himself and praying for God to “give me control 
of my arms.”  What we have witnessed over 
the past two weeks can only be compared to a 
resurrection, a miraculous healing!  

   We have set up a Care page site through the 
hospital here in Atlanta that his mother updates 
daily. Visit it  at www.carepages.com/choa.  You 
wil l  have to register the first t ime you visit 
only. Then visit the care page “WestonBrewer” 
(notice that it  is  one word). Our local weekly 
newspaper, The Saluda Standard Sentinel, is 
also doing an update, If  you don’t happen to 
subscribe, you can find their lead articles on-
l ine. 

Sorrow shared is divided – joy shared is 
multipl ied. Please rejoice with us at each stage 
of Weston’s miraculous recovery. 
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(Co-authored by John Graybeal)
Chesapeake Regional Dutch Breeders Spring Shows

Chesapeake Regional Dutch Breeders held their spring 
show and meeting during the weekend of the PaSRBA 

convention in Lebanon, Pa. The PaSRBA is one of the 
largest shows in the States other than the ARBA National 
Convention. Over the weekend, nearly 8,000 rabbits and 
cavies, in open and youth divisions are judged. 

In addition to open and youth division Dutch shows on 
Saturday and Sunday, sponsored by PaSRBA, the CRDBA 
hosts open and youth division shows on Saturday and 
Sunday as well. That results in 4 open and 4 youth Dutch 
shows over the course of the weekend. This resulted in 
nearly 1000 Dutch being shown in Lebanon, Pa. on the 
first weekend in Feb. Exhibitors traveled from Maine, 
Mass., Ohio, West Virginia, Virginia, Maryland, New York 
and Conn. to join the several Pa exhibitors. Several of 
the exhibitors joined the CRDBA for a dinner meeting 
Saturday evening. A great time was had by all. 

Elections were held, resulting in President – John 
Graybeal, Vice President – Aaron Martin, Sec. – Emily 
Moyer, Treasurer – Beverly Cihan, Directors – Ricky Wood, 
Audrey Grisez, Billy Bounds and Bethany Brown (youth 
representative). 

We were fortunate to have judges for the CRDBA shows 
that are nationally renowned including; Greg West and 
Rusty Westhoff (both did youth) and Josh Humphries and 
Erik Bengston (both did open). They were really working 
hard sorting some really deep classes, many of the classes 
in open and youth were 15 or more in size. 

Show results from the CRDBA specialty shows were – 
Saturday 
Open CRDBA (total entries = 106) BOB – Gray Jr. Buck 

(Billy Bounds) BOS – Chocolate Sr. Doe (Pam Dunning), 
Youth CRDBA (total entries = 128) BOB – Tort Sr. Buck 

(Nate Graybeal) BOS – Blue Jr. Doe (Nate Graybeal). 
Sunday 
Open CRDBA (total entries = 61) BOB – Black Sr. Doe 

(Sharon Sartori) BOS – Gray Jr. Buck (Billy Bounds), 
Youth CRDBA (total entries = 100) BOB – Blue Jr. Doe 

(Nate Graybeal) BOS – Tort Jr. Buck (Marissa Wells) 
It was great having so many friends join us from so far 

away for this big start to the show season. If you want to 
visit for the weekend next year, we would love to have 
you show with us. Contact John Graybeal (rabbitfarm@
yahoo.com) for more information. 

Billy 

Here it is time for another issue of the DR. That 
means old man time just keeps on plugging along.

We here in Illinois are gearing up for the NDS in April, 
and promise you will experience a great show. The facility 
is excellent, motels are reasonable and close, and there 
is a lot of room for a lot of Dutch!

While you are visiting the NDS, you might try to work in 
an hour or two over at the ABA office. The Library/Archive 
is worth the entire visit to the ABA Headquarters. You can 
also say Hello to the staff that serves you daily.

Bloomington has excellent access via highways, with I-
74 and I-55 crossing just a few miles from the show site.

Andrew Craig's mom, Karen, who most of you probably 
know, and Debbie Marquis, trevor's mom, will be handling 
the Youth activities on Friday night, and the raffle we 
will have at the show. I know they are working on putting 
together a fun evening for the kids. I have other plans for 
Andrew and Trevor, but they might be able to get free to 
enjoy the events for a few minutes.

Please remember that at this time, plans are to have an 
area for the sales rabbits, but they will need to be kept 
in carriers. So, if you are bring sales rabbits, plan to use 
your bigger cariers for them so they are more comfortable 
during the weekend. Dependent on the entry, we may 
be able to make coops availble, but at this time it is not 
anticipated.

Check-in will begin at Noon on Friday. So if you ar 
coming in any before then, or even Thursday afternoon, 
that would give you the time you need to stop by the ABA 
office.

Our banquet will be nothing real fancy, but we have 
had the same menu in the past for our State Convention 
anquet, and everyone will have plenty to eat, and it will 
be very good food.

We are looking forward to having you all come to 
Bloomington for a weekend of Dutch fun and cameraderie. 
I will be looking for that van that passed me on the way 
to the NDS in Michigan last year, and am sure that I will 
see the occupants even if I don't see the van. If I don't see 
them, I will still know they are there.

We are especially looking forward to having Scott 
Williamson come back to the midwest (where he belongs). 
Scott was an integral part of the Illinois Dutch Rabbit Club 
for many years, and it will be great to have hiom home 
again.  

See you in Bloomington  Dick

Director’s 
Report

District One
Billy	Bounds

Director’s Report
District Two

Richard	Gehr
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Happy New Year Dutch Buddies!  I am proud to be 
your new District 2 Director of the Dutch World.  

Things have been wild around here since seeing most of 
you at convention.  The following week we got married 
which went well except now someone thinks that she 
should have half the cages on the barn for her rabbits.  
I’m still trying to teach her otherwise.  After the wedding 
we slowly began moving to our new home which took a 
few weeks.  Meanwhile I lived at one place and Theresa 
at the other.  We finally got all of the critters to their 
new home the weekend before Christmas.  Through it 
all we have spent many a days trying to fit everything 
we had in six sheds, now into only one.  Things are very 
tight in there and the culling of litters has become more 
harsh for lack of cage space.  My rabbits did not tolerate 
the move to the new barn as I only saved seven of my 
first thirty-two litters.  I was getting very upset because 
the weather wasn’t that cold and most were experienced 
does.  Fortunately things are getting better but now it 
is too late for them to be prospects for NDS. This is the 
time of year I’m just happy if they save the litter.  If they 
are all mismarked I won’t complain because of the big 
demand this time of year for bunnies in the pet market.  
I’m already getting requests which can’t fulfill. We had to 
miss a show in January due to severe winter weather.  The 
temperature was minus fourteen degrees that morning 
and we never like taking the rabbits out into the cold, 
then into a warm building and then back outside again.  
So, we stayed home and watched my Packers lose to the 
Giants, what a terrible day!

Our show season will get started soon with shows 
scheduled four out of the next five weekends.  I sure hope 
they get here soon because Theresa is having “rabbit 
show withdrawals” and it will be nice to see our Dutch 
buddies.  It is always nice to hear what they’ve been 
doing over the winter and to see the juniors they have to 
debut.  This will be the first time out with many juniors 
which will need to learn some table manners before the 
bigger shows come along.

Speaking of the big show, I hope everyone had made 
plans for their travels to Bloomington, Illinois for NDS.  
I have seen the showroom a few times and it’s very 
nice with plenty of room, good lighting, easy to find, 
conveniently located near hotels and restaurants and the 
banquets room is attached to the showroom.  So tell your 
boss you’re taking Friday off, get your assignments done 
early, get the truck tuned up, and print your mapquest 
directions to the Land of Lincoln.  

 Keep those bucks happy, the does busy, the nest 
boxes full, and the show tables competitive.

Dan

Director’s Report
District Two

Dan	Schwandt

Hope everyone is doing well.  I haven’t heard too 
much from other Dutch people and haven’t been 

to any rabbit shows since last September.  With this lack 
of subject matter to deal with I decided to write about 
some things I’ve been trying with my rabbits.

I’ve always said in the past “Don’t be afraid to try 
anything”.  Especially when things aren’t going well, you 
have nothing to loose.  You can listen to another breeder 
and visit their ideal setup, do everything the same and 
not have the same degree of success.  Why is that?  I 
believe that rabbits develop a sense of comfort with 
certain surroundings, much like we do, and will do better 
in breeding and raising young when their surroundings 
best match their comfort level.  Now as with people, 
some can adapt to things more easily than others.  Some 
can live comfortably anywhere and others have a hard 
time adapting.

For example; Sue Hill had a doe that she had 
purchased.  Had it for more than six months and couldn’t 
get it bred.  Even when it appeared the rabbit would 
breed there were no young born.  She sent the rabbit 
over by me, it bred the next day, and has had four litters 
in a row since.  Sue has a very nice rabbit barn and her 
rabbits get treated very well with many kind words and 
a few treats once in a while.  But for some reason that 
rabbit preferred a dingy hole in the wall by me instead.  
Soon this doe will be going back to Sue.  The question will 
be, if put back into the same cage in the same barn will 
the doe return to her old ways?

Another example;  If a doe doesn’t do well in one 
cage move her to another with different surroundings.  
I had three does that insisted on having their young on 
the wire every time instead of in the nest box.  I moved 
them from a cage where the nest box was added to the 
cage, just slid in the corner, to a cage where the nest 
box was attached to the side and the doe went through a 
hole to enter the box.  Each of the does had their young 
in the nest box.  Was this coincidence or were these 
surroundings more acceptable to the does.

I’ve also moved does from cages that were open to 
the ground to cages with a tray directly under the wire 
and got more favourable results.  The same goes for cages 
in the middle of the building versus a cage tucked away 
alone the wall.

Whether it’s the size of a pen, the location of the 
pen, the type of nest box you use, or any slight difference 
you can make, don’t be afraid to try it another way to 
improve your overall results.  Much like us humans, I 
believe the rabbits prefer one way over another and will 
do much better if we take the time and determine what 
this may be.

    Warren

Director’s Report
District Two

Warren	Wiltman
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Happy New Year fellow Dutch Fanciers,

Hope your 2008 is off to a great start and you 
have lots of juniors for the coming show season. We are 
having unusual snow here in the Willamette Valley as we 
are just above sea level.  The first local all-breed show 
of the new year was held in St Helens, Oregon just north 
of Portland with about 50 Dutch entered.  I was working 
in the morning and it was a 2 hour drive in the rain/sleet 
so by the time I got there everything was over but heard 
the news.  Hilary & Lisa Wittrock came from Spokane, 
WA and won both BOB & BOS in the morning show under 
Roger Hassenpflug with a Blue Jr doe and Gray Jr buck.  
This is the first year they are showing as a team; Hilary 
has graduated to open at the age of 16.  So far 2008 has 
started off great for them as they were at the Coeur d’ 
Alene, Idaho show last weekend and took Reserve In Show 
under judge Ron Riddle.

The afternoon show in St. Helens was judged by 
Cliff Dick now living in Washington, he picked Anthony 
Campbell’s Gray Jr. doe for BOB and BOS went to a Black Jr 
Buck entered by Matt Gholden & I.  We thank Ronda Huff & 
family for taking our rabbits to the show.  Congratulations 
to Josh Huff for getting a third leg on his first Dutch a 
handsome Tort buck he named “Tommy” and to Madison 
Yang as she finished her pretty Blue doe “Azule”.  Madison 
was the big winner at the Fall Warren (triple Dutch show) 
weekend in Albany, Oregon last November were she took 
a double BOB win with “Azule” her first Dutch. You may 
remember I mentioned that Carmen Yang purchased her 
first Dutch in the spring of 2007, a Gray doe she named 
“Rosebud” and Madison was interested in Dutch but still 
showing other breeds.  Well Madison started getting 
hooked on Dutch after watching her little sister Carmen 
winning several BOB’s with Rosebud, now Madison is really 
hooked after doing it herself.  Katie Kimmel is another 
4-Her that has been working hard with her Dutch and 
doing very well especially with her favorite Blue buck 
“Sugarfoot”.  I’m very proud of the young Dutch breeders 
I’ve been meeting in Oregon and will include a picture.

Dutch show numbers in Oregon have been between 
50-100 for the most part and the quality level is quite 
high.  In 2008 we look forward to the second annual 
Western States Dutch Fanciers show in February and then 
double shows about once a month.

Wishing everyone happiness and good health in the 
new year !

Sincerely yours in Dutch,

Jill 
Corvallis, Oregon

Director’s Report
District Three
Jill	Pfaff

Carmen	&	Madison	at	the	Oregon	State	Fair

Josh	&	Jill	win	with	Torts	at	the	WSDF

Jill	with	Oregon	kids	&	Dutch

Dutch, Kids, and Fun

It doesn't get any better !
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Congratulations to Sarah Cleavenger on passing her 
judges test.  Nice to see another Dutch judge.   

Congratulations also go to three youth breeders from this 
district who did very well at the ARBA convention in Grand 
Rapids. Autumn Dennistoun was 1st runner up Dutchess, 
National Achievement winner and, District 1 Achievement 
winner. Mashall Todd was 3rd runner up Prince and Garret 
Todd won ARBA Prince.  Great job again this year by our 
youth.

Speaking of Grand Rapids, when they say “sky bridge” 
in Michigan, they mean “SKY BRIDGE”. This thing was so 
long it had rest stops complete with food and drinks.

Another season has completed for the Northwest 
Dutch Club sweepstakes. This years tournament winners 
were Pete and Debra Nelsen with first place wins in two 
of the four events. Runner up went to Sarah Cleavenger. 
Her practice and preparation during the off season really 
paid off.  The steep, hilly courses were good to long 
drive specialist Jean Harris who finished third. Fourth 
place went to Hilary Wittrock , who also did very well 
in other tournaments around the state. Arnold Ferguson 
found his way to fifth while another long drive specialist, 
Jill Phaff, finished sixth. Tour President Lloyd Gregg 
finished seventh, despite missing most of the season with 
injuries. Autumn Dennistoun finished eighth this season 
but will surely move up next year as she continues to gain 
experience and victories in the junior class. Newcomer 
Elizabeth Walked played well on her home course in 
Monroe and finished ninth while Jan Coffelt completed 
the leaderboard finishing in tenth spot.  The weather was 
not a factor at any of the events this year which helped to 
increase the quality of play and the size of the galleries. 

I have been asked a lot lately about my hair. The truth 
is I am letting it grow out to donate it to “Locks Of Love”, 
who make wigs for kids with cancer. It should be long 
enough by June to cut, at which time I’m sure my wife 
will be turning cartwheels through the house. I also hope 
that you will join me in making a commitment to thank 
the Show Committees and Secretaries for their hard work 
at each event I attend this coming season.

     Pete

Director’s Report
District Three

Pete	Nelsen
“A New Year  --  A New Direction”

It is Christmas Eve as I sit down to write this, but 
knowing me, it will be a New Year  by the time 

I finish.  It will be almost the start of the spring show 
season by the time of publication.  Hopefully, all of you 
have had a great holiday season and this New Year (2008) 
will bring you much personal happiness, good health, and 
of course a lot of success on the show table.

The New Direction this year is my appointment as 
Director of District 3. I look forward to the challenge.  
The first thing I must do as Director is to thank the 
retiring director and close personal friend, Bob Bergene, 
for his years of dedication to the ADRC and this district.  
My plan is to continue his lead and help to promote the 
Dutch Rabbit and do whatever I can to keep this club 
headed in the right direction.  As always, I encourage 
your input. It is “you”, the membership, that make this 
organization and I am a mere conduit for your thoughts, 
information and questions.

If you can, please make plans to attend the National 
Dutch Show on April 11-13, 2008 in Bloomington, IL.  I 
realize for many of you it’s a long commute for just a 
weekend, but it’s a weekend that will “Recharge” your 
“Dutch” batteries and keep you going straight thru the 
heat of the summer.  I have never regretted the distance 
or sacrifice it took to experience the gathering of the 
finest examples of the Dutch breed under one roof.  
Besides, it’s a chance to get caught up with old friends 
I have known for the 32 years I’ve been in this club. In 
addition, I will look forward to meeting new friends. So, if 
you do attend and we have not met, please come up and 
introduce yourself as I tend to be quiet and introverted, 
but I don’t bite!  (OK, the quiet and introverted part may 
not be accurate.) But, I really don’t bite!

I hope to see you in Bloomington in April.

Rick

Director’s Report
District Three

Rick	Lehmann

NOTICE: 
Anyone	interested	in	running	for	an	ADRC	office	must	have	materials	submitted	
by	May	1	to	the	office	of	the	secretary.	For	more	information	contact	the	ADRC	
secretary, Barb Kline.
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Aisbet,Alex,WI,	 �0/��/�00�
Aisbet,Jessica,WI,	 �0/��/�00�
Aisbet,Jill,WI,	 �0/��/�00�
Albertoni,Tracy,CA,	 �/��/�00�
Andrew,Sarah,NY,	 �/�/�00�
Angeny,Cameron,MT,	 �/��/�00�
Angeny,Hunter,MT,	 �/��/�00�
Angeny,Julie,MT	 ,�/��/�00�
Antonelli,Diana,MI,	 �/��/�00�
Ayers,Tom,MI,	 �/�/�00�
Baird,	Barbara,CA,	 �/��/�00�
Barbacow,Danielle,PA,	 �/��/�00�
Bell,Elizabeth,CA,	 �/��/�00�
Bergene,Julie,KS,	 �/��/�00�
Bergene,Bob,KS,	 �/��/�00�
Bergene,Charlene,KS,	 �/��/�00�
Bickelhaupt,Katie,OH,	 �/��/�00�
Bigenho,Sara,PA,	 �/�/�00�
Bounds,Billy,MD,	 �/��/�00�
Bounds,Kathy,MD,	 �/��/�00�
Brandon,Gary,IN,	 �/��/�00�
Brandon,Karen,IN,	 �/��/�00�
Brantner,Caitlyn,NJ,	 �0/��/�00�
Bright,Wes,OH,	 ��/��/�00�
Britton,Heidi,WA,	 ��/�/�00�
Brown,Zachary,CA,	 �/��/�00�
Burchfield,Don,AL,	 �0/�0/�00�
Campbell,Karen,KY,	 �/��/�00�
Case,Brianna,IN,	 �/��/�00�
Case,Jeremy,IN,	 �/��/�00�
Case,Kim,IN,	 �/��/�00�
Case,Megan,IN,	 �/��/�00�
Cihan,Beverly,MD,	 �/�/�00�
Ciliska,Brian,Canada,	 �/��/�00�
Ciliska,Colette,Canada,	 �/��/�00�
Ciliska,Matthew,Canada,	 �/��/�00�
Ciliska,Ryan,Canada,	 �/��/�00�
Clark,Emily,WI,	 �/��/�00�
Clark,Doreen,AR,	 �/�/�00�
Clauson,Sarah,MN,	 �0/��/�00�
Coffelt,Janice,WA,	 �/�/�00�
Coffelt,Russel,WA,	 �/�/�00�
Critten,Isaac,MO,	 �/��/�00�
Critten,Karina,MO,	 �/��/�00�
Critten,Lori,MO,	 �/��/�00�
Critten,Luke,MO,	 �/��/�00�
Critten,Robert	,MO,	 �/��/�00�
Curl,Stacey,CA,	 �0/�/�00�
Dawson,John,TX,	 �/�/�00�
Diamond,Sherry,NH,	 �/��/�00�
Dills,Tiffany,WA,	 �/�0/�00�
Downey,Samantha,CA,	 �/�/�00�
Doyle,Brittanie,IL,	 �/�0/�00�
Doyle,Taylor,IL,	 �/�0/�00�
Dunmire,Colleen,PA,	 �/��/�00�
Dunmire,	Sr.,Howard,PA,	 �/��/�00�
Durham,Elmer,LA,	 ��/��/�00�
Effling,Jenna,SD,	 ��/�/�00�
Ehnis,Rachel,MI,	 �/�/�00�

Elliott,Kaitlynn,OH,	 �/�/�00�
Ellis,D’Andra,OK,	 �0/�/�00�
Etchells,Dennis,RI,	 ��/�0/�00�
Etchells,Gina,RI,	 ��/�0/�00�
Everett,Kirsten,MI,	 �/�/�00�
Everett,Mackenzie,MI,	 �/�/�00�
Everett,Madison,MI,	 �/�/�00�
Fawcett,Sandra,MI,	 �/�/�00�
Fowler,Brenda,AR,	 �0/��/�00�
Fowler,Tom,AR,	 �0/��/�00�
Fox,Rachel,OH,	 �/��/�00�
Freeman,Diane,NM,	 �/�/�00�
Freeman,Sam,NM,	 �/�/�00�
Fusco,Alyssa,CO,	 �/��/�00�
Fusco,Annie,CO,	 �/��/�00�
Fusco,Ken	,CO,	 �/��/�00�
Fusco,Michael,CO,	 �/��/�00�
Fusco,Sue,CO,	 �/��/�00�
Girton,Sierra,IN,	 �/�/�00�
Gottschalk,Megan,MI,	 �/�/�00�
Griffel,Harold,MI,	 �/�/�00�
Griffel,Michelle,MI,	 �/�/�00�
Grimm,John,IA,	 �/��/�00�
Grisez,Audrey,MD,	 �/�0/�00�
Hage,Cindy,MI,	 �/��/�00�
Hage,David,MI,	 �/��/�00�
Hage,Erin,MI,	 �/��/�00�
Hage,Sarah,MI,	 �/��/�00�
Hahn,Robert	,MI,	 �/�0/�00�
Hahn,Samantha,MI,	 �/�0/�00�
Haines-Papakee,Dakotah,IA,��/��/�00�
Hamilton,Victoria,CA,	 �/��/�00�
Haning,Stephen,TX,	 �/�/�00�
Hanlon,Caitlyn,NY,	 ��/��/�00�
Harden,Jacob,IA,	 �/�0/�00�
Harden,JoBeth,IA,	 �/�0/�00�
Harden,Joseph,IA,	 �/�0/�00�
Harden,Steve,IA,	 �/�0/�00�
Harold,David,OR,	 �/�/�00�
Harold,Len,OR,	 �/�/�00�
Harold,Spencer,OR,	 �/�/�00�
Harshbarger,Jeremy,IN,	 �/�/�00�
Henley,Betty,FL,	 �/��/�00�
Henley,Kennard,FL,	 �/��/�00�
Hergert,Nicole,KS,	 �0/��/�00�
Hiser,Cody,OR,	 �0/��/�00�
Hooper,Meghan,CA,	 �/�/�00�
Hooper,Susan,CA,	 �/�/�00�
Humerickhouse,Ron,MI,	 �/�/�00�
Innocenzi,Joseph,OH,	 �/�/�00�
Johnson,Duane,WA,	 �/��/�00�
Jones,Sabrina,OH,	 �/�/�00�
Jorgensen,Erik,NY	 ,�/�/�00�
Jurgelonis,Paul,MA,	 �/�/�00�
Kafka,Clinton,CA,	 �/��/�00�
Kafka,Martin,CA,	 �/��/�00�
Kafka,Michelle,CA,�/��/�00�
Kafka,Steve,CA,	 �/��/�00�
Kalakele,Roberta	M.,CA,	 �/�/�00�

Klomparens,Lindsay,MI,	 �/�/�00�
Knieling,Gene,OR,	 ��/�0/�00�
Knight,Arlen,MN,	 �/��/�00�
Kofron,Catherine,IA,	 �/��/�00�
Kofron,Chanae,IA,	 �/��/�00�
Kofron,	Jr.,Thomas	(TJ),IA,	�/��/�00�
Komis,Michaela,MN,	 ��/��/�00�
Kumher,Patricia,TX,	 �/��/�00�
Lang,Loretta,TX,	 �/�/�00�
Lape,Dana,PA,	 �/�/�00�
Lape,Daulton,PA,	 �/�/�00�
Lape,Dylan,PA,	 �/�/�00�
Lawrence,Kathy,KS,	 �/��/�00�
Lawrence,Steve,KS,	 �/��/�00�
LeFever,Lauren,GA,	 �/�/�00�
Lehmann,Richard,KS,	 �/��/�00�
Lemos,Blake,CA,	 �/�/�00�
Lewis,Katie,KS,	 �/��/�00�
Lick,Bailey,WI,	 �0/��/�00�
Little,Natasha,CA,	 �/�/�00�
Ludwick,Chris,OH,	 �/�/�00�
Ludwick,Hannah,OH,	 �/�/�00�
Ludwick,Mary,OH,	 �/�/�00�
Ludwick,Tammy,OH,	 �/�/�00�
MacGown,Matthew,ME,	 �/�/�00�
Mandile,Lynne,MA,	 �/��/�00�
Marti,Gary,IN,	 �/�/�00�
Martin,Aaron	L,PA,	 �/��/�00�
Matthys,Chris,IN,	 �/��/�00�
Matthys,Megan,IN,	 �/��/�00�
Matthys,Paul,IN,	 �/��/�00�
McCurry,Brittany,PA,	 �0/��/�00�
McCurry,Crystal,PA,	 �0/��/�00�
McCurry,Joseph,PA,	 �0/��/�00�
McCurry,Theresa,PA,	 �0/��/�00�
McCurry,William,PA,	 �0/��/�00�
McNinch,Keith,OK,	 �/�/�00�
Mead,George,CA,	 �0/��/�00�
Mead,Rose,CA,	 �0/��/�00�
Meier,Arley,MD,	 �/�/�00�
Meier,Gina,MD,	 �/�/�00�
Meier,Nathaniel,MD,	 �/�/�00�
Meier,Rebekah,MD,	 �/�/�00�
Meier,Stephen,MD,	 �/�/�00�
Michael,Margaret,MI,	 �0/��/�00�
Michael,Mike,MI,	 �0/��/�00�
Migliazzo,Katie,CA,	 �/�/�00�
Mills,Lea,IN,	 �/�/�00�
Milroy,John,WI,	 �/�/�00�
Moffat,Ann,Canada,	 �/�/�00�
Mooney,Christine,NY,	 �/�/�00�
Mooney,Jessica,NY,	 �/�/�00�
Moore,Alex,PA,	 /�/�00�
Moore,Danette,PA,	 �/�0/�00�
Moore,Nadine,PA,	 �/�0/�00�
Moore,Sherry,PA,	 �/�0/�00�
Moore,W.	Raymond,PA,	 �/�0/�00�
Nanert,Brittany,OH,	 �/��/�00�
Nelson,Diane,MT,	 �/��/�00�

Expiring Members
September 2007 - March 2008
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Olson,Kasey,WA,	 �/�0/�00�
Olson,Rachel,WA,	 �/�0/�00�
Olson,Susan,WA,	 �/�0/�00�
Parker,Brodrick,CA,	 �/�/�00�
Parkin,Jacob-Isreal,TX,	 ��/�/�00�
Parkin,Kealey,TX,	 ��/�/�00�
Parkin,Robin,TX,	 ��/�/�00�
Pascher,Dorothy,MO,	 �/��/�00�
Paul,Anna,OH,	 �/��/�00�
Paul,Carrie,OH,	 �/��/�00�
Paul,Chris,OH,	 �/��/�00�
Paul,Maddy,OH,	 �/��/�00�
Paul,Molly,OH,	 �/��/�00�
Pavelchik,Jason,IL,	 �/�0/�00�
Pavelchik,John,IL,	 �/�0/�00�
Pavelchik,Kyle,IL,	 �/�0/�00�
Pavelchik,Tiffanie,IL,	 �/�0/�00�
Pecaric,Mark,NJ,	 �0/�/�00�
Peeler,Al,IL,	 �/��/�00�
Peeler,Kathy,IL,	 �/��/�00�
Peeler,Samantha,IL,	 �/��/�00�
Perkins,Cara,TX,	 �/��/�00�
Perkins,Charles,TX,	 �/��/�00�
Perkins,Danny,TX,	 �/��/�00�
Perkins,Marilyn,TX,	 �/��/�00�
Platt,Jamie,TX,	 �0/�0/�00�
Platt,Jason,TX,	 �0/�0/�00�
Platt,Tracie,TX,	 �0/�0/�00�
Plumley,Cheryl,AL,	 �0/�/�00�
Plumley,Douglas,AL,	 �0/�/�00�
Price,Travis,CA,	 �/�/�00�
Purcell,Quinn,PA,	 �/�/�00�
Quinton,Derek,CA,	 �/�/�00�
Quinton,Jason,CA,	 �/�/�00�

Ramey,Joe,IN,	 �/�0/�00�
Reau,Alexandra,MI,	 �/��/�00�
Reau,Brenda,MI,	 �/��/�00�
Reed,Jobin,OR,	 �/��/�00�
Reich,Lainey,CA,	 �/�0/�00�
Riley,”Alexandra	”Lulu””,NY,��/��/�00�
Ronevich,Phyllis,OH,	 ��/��/�00�
Ronevich,Ronald	,OH,	 ��/��/�00�
Rule,Leslie,MO,	 ��/�/�00�
Russ,Andy,PA,	 �/��/�00�
Russ,Dianne,PA,	 �/��/�00�
Russ,Renee,PA,	 �/��/�00�
Russ,Ron,PA,	 �/��/�00�
Schettler,Fran,CA,	 �/�/�00�
Schettler,Jim,CA,	 �/�/�00�
Schmall,Fred	,CA,	 �/��/�00�
Schmall,Helen,CA,	 �/��/�00�
Schmidgall,Loretta,PA,	 �/��/�00�
Schwandt,Dan,WI,	 �/��/�00�
Scutchfield,Matt,IN,	 �/��/�00�
Seitner,Danielle,OH,	 �/�/�00�
Smith,Michael,MI,	 �/�/�00�
Smith,Thomas,IA,	 �/��/�00�
Smith,Jean,NY,	 �/��/�00�
Smith,Kaitlyn	,NY,	 �/��/�00�
Smith,Austin,OH,	 �/��/�00�
Smith,Jim,OH,	 �/��/�00�
Smith	III,Harold	,NY,	 �/��/�00�
“Smith,	Jr.”,Harold,NY,	 �/��/�00�
Stamets,Jim,NJ,	 �0/�/�00�
Stamets,Mary	Ellen,NJ,	 �0/�/�00�
Stamets,Sarah	E,NJ,	 �0/�/�00�
Stapleton,Jill,ME,	 ��/�/�00�
Stearns,Kay,IN,	 �/��/�00�

Stencil,Emily,MD,	 �/��/�00�
Stoller,Deborah,FL,	 �/��/�00�
Straight,Amy,OK,	 �0/��/�00�
Straight,Sandee,OK,	 �0/��/�00�
Strobel,Caitlynn,IN,	 �/�/�00�
Sustersich,Scott,MD,	 �/�/�00�
Tackett,Rachel,TX,	 ��/��/�00�
Tedeschi,Carissa,OH,	 �/�/�00�
Tedeschi,Carla,OH,	 �/�/�00�
Tedeschi,Christopher,OH,	 �/�/�00�
Tedeschi,Larry,OH,	 �/�/�00�
Torres,Pete,FL,	 �/�/�00�
Tracy,Laura,OH,	 �0/��/�00�
Turner,Joseph,CA,	 �/�/�00�
Turner,Spencer,CA,	 �/�/�00�
Vaill,Michael,GA,	 �/��/�00�
Van	Hyfte,Donald,MN,	 �/�/�00�
Vasko,Carol,OH,	 �/��/�00�
Vasko,Robert,OH,	 �/��/�00�
Volenstine,Paula,AZ,	 �/�/�00�
Weaver,Emily	,OH,	 ��/��/�00�
Weekly,Matt,NE,	 �/��/�00�
Weekly,Mike,NE,	 �/��/�00�
Weekly,Vicki,NE,	 �/��/�00�
Weekly,Will,NE,	 �/��/�00�
Williamson,Nancy,OH,	 �/��/�00�
Williamson,Robert,OH,	 �/��/�00�
Wiltshire,Elizabeth,PA,	 �/�/�00�
Wiltshire,Sheila,PA,	 �/�/�00�
Wolfe,Jessica	,OH,	 �/�/�00�
Womack,Nathan,CA,	 �0/��/�00�
Woodward,Brandon,OH,	 �/��/�00�
Wotring,Sierra,WV,	 ��/�/�00�
Yelton,Rachael	,OH,	 �/��/�00�

9/08

Drew’s Fur Babies
Home to Dutch Rabbits

Black, Blue, Chocolate, Gray, Steel, Tortoise
Patton Family

Steve, Sherry, Cory, Drew, Zoe, & Levi
9315 Blanchard Latex Rd
Mooringsport, LA 71060

Phone: (318) 309-2335   email: slp4rabbits@yahoo.com
www.drewsfurbabies.angelcities.com

�/0�

��/0�
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ASK THE JUDGE
I see in the November/December issue of the Domestic 

Rabbits there is a discussion under Roger Hasenpflug’s 
column concerning a proposal to change the way judges 
are trained and licensed. Could you discuss the current 
method of training judges, specifically concerning the 
marked breeds? It seems there is much more involved 
in judging these because of the added factors of 
using the markings for placement. Do the judges get 
extra training or need additional time in their Judge’s 
Endorsement Procedure working with the marked 
breeds? Most of the judges I have watched seem to 
understand the Dutch, but I have seen instances where 
the judge does not pose them correctly or they stretch 
them out when examining the undercut. I will also 
comment that about 1/3 of them do not examine for 
proper ring color. Has there ever been a discussion 
about having levels of licenses depending on difficulty 
of judging the different breeds? This is very common 
in judging horses, the newer judges are allowed to 
judge the lower levels of competition and have certain 
requirements and need experience before they are 
qualified to judge the more difficult levels.

From Kevin Hooper:

This is a difficult question, but one I believe needs 
consideration.  The current system provides the basic 
training on each breed.  You only get more training 
on Dutch if you end up working with more judges who 
judge them.  Otherwise, if you want to learn more 

about a breed and how to judge them, once again I 
would suggest going to some of the best breeders.  
Most of them will take the time to show you some 
things which are not spelled out in the Standard, but 
are important to the breeders.

I like the idea of an apprenticeship.  I would suggest 
having an applicant work multiple shows with more 
than one judge, maybe even up to three judges.  The 
hard part is how does the ARBA choose which judges 
which can have an apprentice?  Some judges are good 
on some breeds, some on others, some on none.  In the 
politically correct world some live in this is not an 
easy task.

The different levels of judging is a worthy idea!  I 
could see a beginning judge only being allowed to 
work certain breeds or being limited as to how many 
in a breed they could judge.  The problem here is 
that makes it difficult for the show sponsor in hiring 
judges, but a worthy idea none the less!

From Keith McNinch:

Let the market continue to determine which judges 
are selected for certain shows, whereby experienced 
fancy judges are used for the marked breeds.  There 
may be a need to qualify judges for Fancy and 
Commercial experience, but the proposed additional 
training of judges will add cost to the system and will 
further reduce the quantity of judges available for 
the large number of shows held.   Many shows have 
a difficult time paying the fees and actual expenses 
needed by judges that have to travel far distances to 
the shows.   Many areas do not have the quantity and 
quality of marked breeds to allow adequate training 
of the local prospective judges.

Although the concept of training is great, additional 
training may not provide a workable solution when the 
judge has not personally raised the breed he may be 
deficient on.   It will be only until the cost structure 
of shows and judging changes to reward the proposed 
additional training.  The current system will always 
be blamed for the inefficiency of its judges, but the 
costs of further refinement will be much greater 
than anticipated.   Those judges that do not pursue 
additional training will need to be content with 
working the local shows where the proposed training 
is not required.

 

ASK THE BREEDER
What are your opinions regarding the ARBA 

registration system and the recent fee increase? Will 
the fee increase change your approach to registering 
your rabbits? Do you register your grand champions? If 
not, why not? How do you feel about the value of the 
registration system? Any opinions why it is not used by 
more breeders? 

If						you	 have	 a	 question	 you	 wish	 to	 pose	 for	 either	
the															“Ask the Judge”	or	“Ask the Breeder”	

columns,	 just	 e-mail	 or	mail	 your	question	 to	me.	These	
columns	 are	 an	 avenue	 where	 you	 can	 ask	 questions	
and	 advise	 from	 the	 professionals	 in	 our	 organization.	
For	 the	 judge’s	column,	you	may	ask	questions	such	as	
judging	 criteria,	 presentation	 on	 the	 show	 table,	 what	 it	
takes	 to	become	a	 judge,	and	proper	etiquette	as	a	 few	
examples.	For	the	breeder’s	column,	questions	can	range	
from	 feeding,	 conditioning,	 breeding	 techniques,	 rabbit	
care,	how	to	improve	your	herd,	anything	that	people	who	
have	been	breeding	Dutch	 rabbits	 for	many	years	might	
have	suggestions	on.	If	you	would	like	to	participate	on	the	
panels,	 just	drop	me	an	e-mail	and	 I	will	add	your	name	
to	 our	 groups.	 The	 questions	 will	 be	 e-mailed	 and	 each	
participant	 has	 the	 option	 to	 answer	 or	 not.	 This	 is	 the	
chance	to	get	a	lot	of	viewpoints	from	across	the	country!
E-mail	your	questions	to:

odie@cablespeed.com
Mailing	address	is:

Julie	Hume
����	W	Kinsel	Highway

Charlotte,	Mi		�����
���-���-����
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From Fran Schettler:

You really know how to hit my hot button-- this 
question really does it for me!  It absolutely does 
affect how I feel about the registration system.  I was 
quite loud in expressing my opposition right after the 
Texas Convention and before the increase went into 
effect.  I wrote a letter to the ARBA Secretary Brad 
Boyce and my District Director, who said he had also 
forwarded it to Brad.  I didn’t get a response at all 
from the ARBA.   

I have always registered my rabbits (22+ years) and 
supported the registration system by registering at 
least a few hundred rabbits each year.  However, there 
is minimal return for the cost.  The main return for me 
was that of pride in a pedigree that showed a lot of 
registrations.  That pride is not worth the additional 
few hundred dollars a year.  $6 per rabbit for say 200 
rabbits is $1200!  For a large breeder, the $2 increase 
in cost is substantial ($400 in the example) and there 
is no additional return. I remember the increase from 
$3 to $4.  That’s was almost too much even then.  
Overall though, it’s just not worth it.  People who 
know me are amazed at my decision on this, but the 
cost is just too high now.

Since the system is already very under supported 
by the membership, even by judges, raising the cost 
further suppresses participation in my opinion. I 
bought 5 rabbits in Texas including 3 from 2 ARBA 
judges.  Of all of the rabbits on those 3-generation 
pedigrees (75), with several breeders represented 
through the generations, there were only about 5 
rabbits that were registered.   That’s about 7% and 
that’s not a lot of support is it?

Overall, the ARBA may find that they lose money 
if more people like me are dropping out.  Now I am 
only going to register those that grand champion out. 
That undermines the whole premise of the registration 
system though.

My feeling is that the entire membership should 
support the system and not just those that faithfully 
use it.  Now the faithful are being discouraged. I wonder 
how many others are dropping regular registrations?   I 
felt that the ARBA should raise the dues or other fees 
further as necessary to support the system and to 
encourage (not discourage) participation, assuming 
that additional financial support of the system is 
indeed warranted.  However, the ARBA apparently 
did not agree since no change was made.  I did note 
significant verbiage in the Domestic Rabbits stridently 
supporting the fee increases, including the registration 
one, but, other than that, I heard nothing back.

As far as what I’ve heard about why more people 
don’t use it, in addition to the cost reason, lack 
of time, lack of value and too much effort in the 
paperwork were cited.

From Theresa Schwandt: 

In response to the question regarding the recent fee 
increase from $4 to $6 to register a rabbit, I would 
say that I was not surprised.  The cost of all things 
eventually goes up, that is just the way it is.  The 
fee pays for the registrar to take his or her time to 
thoroughly check over the animal, weight it and tattoo 
it.  That fee also goes towards the personnel in the 
office filing the information, etc. 

The fee increase hasn’t really changed my approach 
to registering my Dutch.  I like to register all of my 
herd bucks and some of my does.  I say some does, 
because I have a number of really nice breeding does 
that are not able to be registered due to marking 
problems, but they are excellent in overall type and 
color with a “balance of markings” for the most part 
as well as being great producers. 

I do send in the ARBA legs for the Grand Champion 
certificate when an animal is eligible.  Sure it looks 
good on a pedigree to people who think that it 
matters, but mostly I do it for myself.  I am just proud 
of my Dutch when they do well on the table which lead 
to the ability “grand champion” them.

I would have to guess that most Dutch breeders 
who don’t utilize the ARBA registration system, do 
not because of the cost vs. the worth of a rabbit.  In 
my opinion, other breeds that sell for more money 
like Hollands, Mini Rex and Netherland Dwarfs, are 
more apt to use the system because in their world a 
“registered” animal will sell for even more.  This is 
not true in the “Dutch” world as most Dutch breeders 
know that having a registered Dutch rabbit does not 
necessarily make it more valuable.  The thing that 
Dutch breeders get is that just because a rabbit is 
registered, doesn’t make it a good rabbit.  All it tells 
you is that at the time that the Registrar examined 
the rabbit, it was free from any disqualifications 
according to the breed standard. 

From Kevin Hooper:

This answer will not endear me to the powers that 
be at the ARBA, but I do not see the need to register 
a Dutch, nor many other breeds!  I registered one of 
my first Dutch 32 years ago, then thought, “What did 
that accomplish?”  

In raising Dutch, if I produce a good Dutch out of two 
mismarks, it is no worse than a good one produced out 
of all showable stock.  It would be nice if it worked 
that way in Dutch – breed the best marked ones to 
the best marked ones and get the best marked ones.  
However, this does not always work.  It seems that 
some lines work with some and some with others, 
and having a paper that says the rabbit meets the 
minimum requirements to be shown tells me nothing.  

If I were to start breeding rabbits by only using stock 
that has been registered, then I would be starting with 
Dutch that meet the minimum requirements!  I do want 



Dutch that meet the minimums!  I believe you should 
start by going to the top breeders and seeing what 
they keep, and why, then get stock that you believe 
will fit together to produce the best Dutch.

From Allan Gerhart:

No, the fee increase won’t affect us because we 
don’t use the registration system. 

There are several reasons why we don’t register our 
Dutch.  Probably the main reason is it takes too much 
time and effort, for what we get out of it.  Raising 
Dutch is a hobby for me, something I really enjoy, 
the registration process just doesn’t appeal to me as 
being all that enjoyable.  I would rather spend time in 
the barn raising rabbits than doing paperwork.  I don’t 
think it would help us sell that many more rabbits 
anyway. We don’t register our grand champions either, 
but we do include all the G.C. legs on our pedigrees 
and transfer all the winnings to any new owner so they 
can follow though with the process if they desire.

Since you can breed mismark Dutch and get rabbits 
with good marks and vice versa the registration system 
for the Dutch breed my not mean as much to some 
breeders as opposed to other breeds.  I know that it 
wouldn’t matter to me if the rabbit I was buying was a 
registered G. C. or not, I would still look it over along 
with the pedigree and base my decision on whether 
or not it could be beneficial to our breeding program.  
Although I will say that I am impressed with a breeder 
who uses the registration system maybe not so much 
of the rabbits themselves but impressed with the 
breeder who takes the time and dedication to register 
their rabbits.  I would like to know the percentage of 
members who do use the registration system??

From Bob Bergene:

The recent fee increase for registering rabbits will 
certainly be welcomed by registrars, as it can be time 
consuming to register and process the paperwork.  For 
the rabbit breeder, there might result in fewer rabbits 
being registered, as the breeder might get more 
selective in registering the rabbits.  Currently the new 
fee still represents a small amount when considering 
the value of the breeding or show rabbit and the 
enhancement it gives to the animal.  However, some of 
the lower end value rabbits might not get registered 
as a result of the fee increase.  As for me as an ARBA 
registrar and Dutch breeder, I do not register a single 
one of my Dutch rabbits.  When I raised the big white 
breed 20 years ago (NZ), I took great pride in having 
red, white and blue pedigrees.  (This is when everyone 
of the three generations where registered.)  The paper 
would get a red white and blue sticker.  If the rabbit 
would have an ear cut or a missing toenail, I would not 
keep it for breeding stock.  If I would use that selection 
policy in my current Dutch herd of does, I would have 

to eliminate about a third of them, and these are 
my best producers.  You see, I would not be able to 
register the doe with split stop or the drag on the fore 
leg.  Therefore, I choose not to register my Dutch, but 
instead tend to select for type and disregard markings 
slightly when looking for replacement breeding does.  
However, I would encourage breeders to register their 
rabbits as I believe it enhances the value of the rabbit 
in the eyes of the buyer.

_____________________________

Question for the April/May/June issue of the Dutch 
Reporter

We would like to see more suggestions, opinions, and 
views for our breeder’s question, so the question for 
the upcoming issue is below. We welcome any of the 
members of the American Dutch Rabbit Club to submit 
an answer. Entries must be postmarked by April 24th 
or e-mailed by April 27th. 

Mail to:
Julie Hume

1396 W Kinsel Hwy
Charlotte MI  48813

e-mail:   odie@cablespeed.com

"I just bought some Dutch rabbits that I want to 
show, but I am confused about feeding. Some people 
tell me to buy high protein for the feed and some say 
regular protein. Some say to feed hay, others say they 
don’t need it. I have heard that show animals should 
have sunflower seeds, linseed oil, wheatgerm oil, 
oats, calf manna, etc. Others say I should not feed 
vegetables like carrots and lettuce. I would like to 
know what people who successfully breed and show 
rabbits feed."

___________________
____________
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I hope you all have checked out the ADRC website. 
This winter there was an art and photography contest to 
advertise the 2007 National Dutch Show. The winner of the 
contest was Ryan McClish. You can view his submission and 
the pictures from other contestants on the website, they 
are terrific. I also started printing articles from past Dutch 
Reporters on the website, there is a lot of great information 
at your finger tips. In the next several months I hope to 
continue to go through past issues and upload additional 
informative articles. The online store should be open 
for business on the website by the time you receive this 
magazine, so please check this out for all the great Dutch 
items you can purchase. If you have any suggestions for 
additional features you would like to see on the site, please 
e-mail me at odie@cablespeed.com. 

Respectfully submitted,
Julie Hume
Webmaster
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Dues- $5 per person/ $8 per family 

Show- Dutch Only Picnic Show 
May 31, 2008 – Wichita, KS 

For more information please contact:

Nancy Kennedy 
2484 151st Road 
Atlanta, KS 67008 
nancyk@kennedyrabbitry.com

Sponsor of the 2009 NDS in Hutchison, Kansas
��/0�

�/0�
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Winners Circle
 
A new feature on the ADRC website giving recognition 
to Dutch winners. Rules as follows:
 
· Owner must be a current member of ADRC 
· Rabbit is to have won a Best in Show, Best 
Group, Best 4 Class, or Best of Breed or Best Opposite 
Sex at either the ARBA Convention or ADRC Nationals
Please send a photograph; it can be of just the rabbit, 
the owner, judge, and rabbit, or the owner, rabbit, and 
award. Also send the following information:
· Owner’s name and city/state you reside in 
· Ear number of the rabbit (and name if the  
  rabbit has one) 
· Name, location, and date of the show the  
  award was won 
· Judge’s name 

You may e-mail the information at 
odie@cablespeed.com or you may 
snail mail to:

Julie Hume
1396 W Kinsel Hwy
Charlotte MI 48813

NELSON	BUNNY	BARN
Wes,	Penny,	Meghan,	Hannah,	Emily,	Emerald,	&	Josh

PO	Box	���,	Treynor,	IA	�����

�0�-��0-�0��

www.geocities.com/wnnpps/nelsonbunnybarn.html
�/0�

�/0�

��/0�

Also:
Florida	Whites
Holland	Lops
Dwarf	Hotots

��/0�
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Hope all is well with everyone in the Dutch rabbit 
world and your nest boxes are full of bunnies for NDS.  I 
don’t know about you, but I have had a very hard time 
with breeding since convention.  I guess it is because of 
the crazy weather we have been having.  I have never 
had this much trouble before.  Needless to say, I am 
disappointed as I will not have much to show at NDS.  
Here it is going to be in my own backyard so to speak, 
and it looks like I’ll be working most of the show instead 
of showing most of the show.  I don’t even have any pet 
bunnies to sell to the pet store for gas money.  Now that 
is really bad.  I am going to have to start walking pretty 
soon to school.  HAHA!

Let me know if anyone else out there has had as much 
trouble or if anyone has any ideas on how to keep this 
from happening again.  Don’t forget to let me know of any 
wins or issues you may have at the shows that are coming 
up in February and March for the next newsletter.  I need 
input.  If you have pictures, get those to me too.  This 
is as much your article as it is mine.  I represent you-the 
youth breeders of our district.

Are there any youth breeders out there planning on 
holding a rabbit workshop this year in their area?  It is a 
great way to promote the Dutch and the rabbit industry 
by giving away bunnies to help 4-Hers or any other youth 
looking to start showing bunnies for the first time.

I noticed on the website that there are not very many 
youth breeders taking advantage of advertising their 
bunnies.  I was able to help a 4-H boy in the southern 
Illinois area because I advertised on the website.  I am 
the only one listed in Illinois, and I know there are many 
others in Illinois who have Dutch bunnies to sell.  Get your 
name out there and promote your Dutch.  I am sure Julie 
would be happy to help you get set up.

Until next time

Trevor
P.S. I want to apologize for leaving out the winner in
torts in our District. This is my favorite color and
can’t imagine how I did that. Congrats goes to Rachel
Zimdars-Tort BOV/BOSV/Best Sr. Also congrats to all
youth in all the Districts for a job well done. Look
forward to seeing you at NDS in Bloomington.  

Youth Representative
by Trevor Marquis

�/0�

Dutch are really becoming popular in the state of Pa. 
This January, the Pa Farm Products show (equal to 

most states state fair) was held. Over 1200 rabbits were 
judged in open and youth combined. Of that total number 
there over 125 Dutch. That was enough to Keep Judge 
Pam Nock busy for almost the enter show. 

It was a lot of fun to show such a nice entry of Dutch 
at our state fair. And it was particularly nice to see the 
winners. In Open, Aaron Martin won both the BOB and 
BOS awards, while in the Youth, Dylan Lape won BOB with 
a very nice Steel Buck and his brother Daulton won BOS 
with a Gray Doe. 

The nice thing was to see Dylan’s Steel Buck go on to 
capture both Best Four Class and Best in Show. The Best 
in Show judge was heard to comment about this buck 
..”that is the cleanest marked Dutch he had ever seen”. 
When you see Dylan next time, ask him about the history 
of that Steel Buck, he has a real story to tell you. 

If it’s not Dutch….it’s not much. And the Dutch breeders 
seem to continue to prove that here in Pa. 

Dutch Invade 
Harrisburg, Pa. 

by	John	Graybeal

rabbitfarm@yahoo.com
hidden-hollow-farm.tripod.com

The Graybeals
15 Bullfrog Rd
Grantville, PA 17028
717-469-2620

Quality Dutch Rabbits

Plan to attend the 2008 NDS
Bloomington, Illinois

April 11 - 13

Dutch are HOT in Pennsylvania
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Sweepstakes and the Web

We have been informed that there have been several 
requests to provide updates for the sweepstakes on a 
monthly basis to be posted on the ADRC website.

With the increasing popularity and use of the internet 
and websites, it seems many are wanting more information 
to be provided at an ever increasing rate of speed.

Although the internet can be accessed in the blink of 
an eye, a website pulled up to gather information just 
as quickly, and files uploaded onto a web site in just a 
few seconds, none of that helps to produce the files to 
be uploaded any faster. It still takes the same amount of 
time to export data from the sweepstakes program and 
format it into web ready information.

Possibly at some point, the process can be expedited 
and the files made ready in a more timely manner, but for 
now, the updates for the sweepstakes to appear on the 
website will be conducted in unison with the publishing 
of the Dutch Reporter, and as they always have been, on 
a quarterly basis.

Every effort will be made to provide additional updates 
between the quarterly commitment, however there are 
no guarantees at this time.

With the posting of the show reports on the website 
that have not been received from shows held in 2007, we 
have received a number of contacts.

It is good to see the exhibitors making efforts to get 
the delinquent reports sent in. However, as with anything 
that involves a human element, some shows listed were 
listed in error. A couple of the shows that had 2007 dates 
are actually shows that will be held in 2008, however the 
computer files we received indicated the shows as being 
held in 2007.

Also, we have been contacted regarding shows that 
the exhibitors felt were sanctioned, when in actualit 
they were not. All too often I see clubs have multiple 
shows, whether all breed or all breed in conjunction with 
a specialty show, and they will only apply for one Dutch 
sanction. 

I would caution that if you are assuming a show has a 
Dutch sanction, or even if it is listed as such in a show 
catalog, you might wish to contact the show secretary 
and confirm that all shows are Dutch sanctioned. Too 
many secretaries do not even look at sanctions they 
receive until after their show, and then find out that 
something is missing. That is not the fault of the exhibitor 
or the sanction person for the club. 

We have had a couple of situations where Dutch 
sanctions were not applied for, and then the show 
sponsors requesting the shows be sanctioned several 
months after it took place. The current procedure is that 
NO show sanctions are issued if they are not received with 
a postmark and payment PRIOR to thre date of the show.

If you have plans on paying for a Dutch sanction for a 
show, you should get the show information necessary to 
request and process the sanction from the show sponsoring 
club, and send it in yourself. This will guarantee the 
Dutch sanctions for the show have been requested prior 
to the show date.       

Points for show reports received are recorded as the 
names are listed on the reports. If you show in combination 
with someone, you should insure the show secretary has 
your name/s listed properly, and doesn't just list the first 
name on the entry form. If you receive a report back form 
a show that does not list each person's name on it, then 
you should contact that show secretary and ask that they 
correct the problem and insure the proper information is 
sent here for recording. Although we know many of you 
show in combination with someone else all the time, the 
legal entry according to the ARBA is how the name/s are 
listed on the entry form.

By the time you receive this issue of the DR, we 
will hopefully have all outstanding show reports, and a 
finalized sweepatkes standing. What will be considered 
the FINAL SWEEPSTAKES TANDING for the 2007 year will be 
posted on theADRC websitre at the very earliest possible 
time. 

We wish to Thank everyone that has contacted us with 
questions or concerns regarding the sweepstakes. We 
have done our very best to resolve all situations and to 
reply in an expedient manner. Should you have questions 
or concerns regarding the sweepstakes, please do not 
hesitate to contact us at any time. 

Congratulations to the winners of the 2007 sweepstakes, 
and good luck in 2008 to all members.

Norma Hart & Dick Gehr
normahart1@cbcast.com
rwgehr@cbcast.com
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Summer will soon be upon us. Let's 
hear from everyone with your tips 

and secrets for getting your rabbits 
through the hot months. 

We are looking for good pictures to 
use in the Dutch Reporter. Please 
submit any Dutch related pictures 
for possible use in the upcoming 

issues. Pictures can be submitted 
electronically by emailing them to  

rwgehr@cbcast.com, or by sending 
regular snapshot photos to Richard 

Gehr (address on page 1).

Not all photos can be used, and if you 
wish to have a photo returned to you, 

please indicate so when sending it.
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OPEN BOB Contest Points

OPEN Rabbit of the Year Points

� Scott	Williamson CA �,���
� Michael	Smith MI �,���
� Kevin	Hooper OH �,0��
� Dennis,	Barb	&	Megan	Kline OH �,���
� Dan	&	Theresa	Schwandt WI �,���
� Ron	&	Renee	Russ PA �,���
� Kristy	Hume MI �,���
� Ricky	Wood VA �,���
� Katie	Bickelhaupt OH �,�0�

�0 Pete	&	Debra	Nelsen WA �,0��
�� Sarah	Cleavenger WA �,0��
�� Allan,	Adrianne	&	Mac	Gerhart OH �,���
�� Aaron	L	Martin PA �,���
�� Fred	&	Kathy	Mullinax NC �,���
�� Christina	Frank NM �,���
�� Steve	Blythe	&	Rita	Stelzer SD �,�0�
�� Bob	Bergene KS �,�0�
�� Eric	&	Sharon	Mixdorf IA �,���
�� Valerie	Worzella WI �,���
�0 Matt	Gholden	&	Jill	Pfaff OR �,0��
�� Gene	Knieling OR �,0��
�� Patricia	Kumher TX �,0��
�� Todd	Uran OH �,0��
�� Billy	Bounds MD �,00�
�� John	Imes PA �,00�

� MI Michael	Smith EM�� �,�0�
� PA Ron	&	Renee	Russ �0TB �,���
� OH Dennis,	Barb	&	Megan	Kline KS�� �,0��
� CA Scott	Williamson PTR ���					
� OH Kevin	Hooper K��� ���					
� OH Dennis,	Barb	&	Megan	Kline M��� ���					
� PA Aaron	L	Martin M��� ���					
� OH Katie	Bickelhaupt KCHES ��0					
� NC Fred	&	Kathy	Mullinax KB� ��0					

�0 OH Kevin	Hooper K��� �0�					
�� OH Kevin	Hooper KS�� ���					
�� OH Katie	Bickelhaupt KCHEER ���					
�� CA Scott	Williamson ACH ���					
�� WA Sarah	Cleavenger DDH� �0�					
�� CA Scott	Williamson WAR �0�					
�� VA Ricky	Wood L�� ���					
�� CA Scott	Williamson QUA ���					
�� CA Scott	Williamson IMG ���					
�� CA Scott	Williamson INZ ��0					
�0 KS Richard	Lehmann D�� ���					
�� CA Scott	Williamson JTN ���					
�� TX Patricia	Kumher MOLLY ��0					
�� MI Michael	Smith EM�X ���					
�� SD Steve	Blythe	&	Rita	Stelzer K��� ���					
�� SD Steve	Blythe	&	Rita	Stelzer K��� ��0					

YOUTH BOB Contest Points

YOUTH Rabbit of the Year Points

� Alexandra	Reau MI �,���
� Alex	&	Ryan	McClish NM �,�0�
� Bethany	Brown CT �,���
� Nathan	Graybeal PA �,���
� Hilary	Wittrock WA �,���
� Nathan	&	Samuel	Lohrey OH �,0��
� Kevin	Athey MD �,���
� Adam	&	Megan	McGinnis OH �,���
� Lauren	Dean MD �,���

�0 Sarah	Correll IN �,���
�� Meghan	Hooper CA �,���
�� Steffi	Woodfill MN �,0��
�� Rachel	Zimdars WI �,0�0
�� Emily	Borgmann MO ���					
�� Katherine		Spellmire OH ���					
�� Trevor	Marquis IL ��0					
�� Dylan	Lape PA ��0					
�� Lauren	McDevitt CA ���					
�� Mackenzie	&	Madison	Everett MI ��0					
�0 Brandon	Moe WI ���					
�� Cole	Simmons OH ���					
�� Anthony	Mandile MA ���					
�� Cory	Patton LA ���					
�� Brady	&	Aubrie	Fields TX ���					
�� Matt	Schroeder NE ���					

� MD Lauren	Dean LB��� �,���
� CT Bethany	Brown HB�� �,���
� MI Alexandra	Reau �� �,��0
� MI Alexandra	Reau X� ���					
� CT Bethany	Brown HB� ���					
� CA Meghan	Hooper M��0 �0�					
� MI Alexandra	Reau �� ���					
� PA Nathan	Graybeal �G�P ���					
� PA Dylan	Lape K��� ��0					

�0 OH Adam	&	Megan	McGinnis MB�� ���					
�� NM Alex	&	Ryan	McClish BERT ���					
�� WA Hilary	Wittrock SPK ���					
�� CT Bethany	Brown �0�K �0�					
�� PA Nathan	Graybeal �G�C �00					
�� CT Bethany	Brown P�KK ���					
�� CT Bethany	Brown JT ���					
�� NM Alex	&	Ryan	McClish BELA ��0					
�� IN Sarah	Correll MA�� ���					
�� WA Hilary	Wittrock RAM ���					
�0 PA Nathan	Graybeal �G�O ���					
�� OH Adam	&	Megan	McGinnis MG�� ���					
�� TX Jacob-Isreal	Parkin ��ST ���					
�� OH Nathan	&	Samuel	Lohrey N�� ���					
�� NM Alex	&	Ryan	McClish R��� ���					
�� OH Nathan	&	Samuel	Lohrey J�� ���					
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`YOUTH
TOTAL POINTS

YOUTH - Black Points

YOUTH - Blue Points

1 NM Alex & Ryan McClish 20,009 37
2 MI Alexandra Reau 18,906 29
3 MD Kevin Athey 16,427 43
4 WA Hilary Wittrock 10,939 31
5 CT Bethany Brown 10,500 52
6 OH Nathan & Samuel Lohrey 10,433 32
7 PA Nathan Graybeal 9,635    20
8 MI Mackenzie & Madison Everett 7,715    25
9 IN Sarah Correll 7,356    28

10 OH Katherine  Spellmire 6,018    23
11 OH Adam & Megan McGinnis 5,242    13
12 MO Emily Borgmann 5,145    18
13 MN Steffi Woodfill 4,860    19
14 WI Rachel Zimdars 4,681    22
15 OH Quinn & Peyton Evans 4,646    28
16 WI Brandon Moe 4,575    28
17 NY Harold  Smith III 4,381    13
18 MD Lauren Dean 4,227    14
19 IL Trevor Marquis 3,928    15
20 CA Meghan Hooper 3,855    17
21 MA Anthony Mandile 3,821    26
22 CA Lauren McDevitt 3,174    15
23 CA Nathan Womack 3,021    33
24 OH Cole Simmons 2,866    11
25 MO Jeff & Kimberly Deutsch 2,809    12
26 TX Brady & Aubrie Fields 2,625    22
27 IL Brittanie & Taylor Doyle & John Pavelchik 2,592    26
28 WI Shane Hansen 2,483    14
29 MI Samantha & Allison Bellairs 2,474    14
30 IN Zac & Zayne Hunter 2,425    21
31 MD Marissa Wells 2,416    8
32 PA Natalie Schellhamer 2,406    16
33 MI Michelle Meijer 2,398    17
34 PA Elizabeth Wiltshire 2,343    22
35 NE Matt Schroeder 2,334    19
36 FL Kevin  Garrison 2,271    20
37 CA Tracy Albertoni 2,259    16
38 NE Kristin Renk 2,075    15
39 WI Matthew Gordon 2,063    19
40 NY Caitlyn Hanlon 2,018    14
41 PA Emily Shultz 1,951    21
42 AR Mystina Swaim 1,948    15
43 MI Sarah & Erin Hage 1,880    10
44 OH Rebekah Bogan 1,868    19
45 LA Cory Patton 1,814    11
46 IL Andrew Craig 1,801    13
47 PA Dylan Lape 1,787    18
48 WI Victoria Voigt 1,723    13
49 IN Lea Mills 1,698    12
50 NY Vanessa Brey 1,664    10

� MI Alexandra	Reau ����� ��
� NM Alex	&	Ryan	McClish ����� ��
� CT Bethany	Brown ���� ��
� WA Hilary	Wittrock ���� �0
� OH Nathan	&	Samuel	Lohrey ���� ��
� MI Mackenzie	&	Madison	Everett �0�� ��
� IN Sarah	Correll ���� ��
� MD Kevin	Athey ���� ��
� MN Steffi	Woodfill ���� ��

�0 OH Quinn	&	Peyton	Evans �0�0 ��
�� OH Katherine		Spellmire ���� ��
�� PA Nathan	Graybeal ���� ��
�� CA Meghan	Hooper ���0 ��
�� PA Emily	Shultz ���� ��
�� MO Emily	Borgmann ��0� ��
�� PA Danette	Moore ���� ��
�� OH Cole	Simmons ���� �
�� OH Adam	&	Megan	McGinnis ���� ��
�� IL Trevor	Marquis ���� ��
�0 NE Kristin	Renk �0�� ��
�� TX Brady	&	Aubrie	Fields �0�� ��
�� WI Brandon	Moe ��� ��
�� NE Matt	Schroeder ��0 ��
�� MO Jeff	&	Kimberly	Deutsch ��� ��
�� MI Sarah	&	Erin	Hage ��� �

� MI Mackenzie	&	Madison	Everett �,���	 ��
� MO Emily	Borgmann �,0��	 ��
� PA Nathan	Graybeal �,0��	 �0
� WA Hilary	Wittrock �,���	 �0
� NM Alex	&	Ryan	McClish �,00�	 ��
� CA Meghan	Hooper �,���	 ��
� PA Elizabeth	Wiltshire �,���	 ��
� MI Samantha	&	Allison	Bellairs �,���	 ��
� OH Adam	&	Megan	McGinnis �,���	 ��

�0 IL Andrew	Craig �,���	 ��
�� MI Alexandra	Reau �,���	 ��
�� NE Matt	Schroeder �,��0	 ��
�� TX Brady	&	Aubrie	Fields ���					 �0
�� CA Nathan	Womack �0�					 ��
�� OH Katherine		Spellmire ���					 ��
�� IL Trevor	Marquis ���					 ��
�� IL B	&	T	Doyle	&	J	Pavelchik �0�					 ��
�� CA Clinton	Kafka ���					 ��
�� WI Brandon	Moe ���					 �0
�0 MO Jeff	&	Kimberly	Deutsch ���					 ��
�� MN Steffi	Woodfill ���					 ��
�� NY Vanessa	Brey ���					 �0
�� KS Claire	Carlson ���					 �
�� OH Quinn	&	Peyton	Evans ���					 ��
�� WI Matthew	Gordon ���					 ��
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YOUTH - Chocolate Points

YOUTH - Gray Points

� MD Kevin	Athey ��,���	 ��
� NM Alex	&	Ryan	McClish �,���				 ��
� MI Michelle	Meijer �,���				 ��
� IN Sarah	Correll �,�0�				 ��
� NY Harold		Smith	III �,���				 ��
� IN Zac	&	Zayne	Hunter �,���				 ��
� PA Natalie	Schellhamer �,�0�				 ��
� CA Tracy	Albertoni �,���				 ��
� WI Rachel	Zimdars �,���				 �0

�0 PA W.	Raymond	Moore �,���				 ��
�� OH Rebekah	Bogan �,0��				 ��
�� MI Samantha	&	Allison	Bellairs ���							 ��
�� OH Quinn	&	Peyton	Evans ���							 ��
�� MO Jeff	&	Kimberly	Deutsch �0�							 ��
�� WI Brandon	Moe ���							 ��
�� OH Cole	Simmons �00							 ��
�� CA Kerri	Alaimo ���							 ��
�� CA Nathan	Womack ���							 ��
�� WI Matthew	Gordon ��0							 �0
�0 TX Brady	&	Aubrie	Fields �0�							 ��
�� MI Mackenzie	&	Madison	Everett �0�							 ��
�� IN Jeremy	Harshbarger ���							 �
�� AR Mystina	Swaim �0�							 ��
�� WI Shane	Hansen �0�							 ��
�� IN Caitlynn	Strobel ���							 �

� MD Lauren	Dean �,���	 ��
� WA Hilary	Wittrock �,���	 ��
� OH Adam	&	Megan	McGinnis �,���	 ��
� CA Lauren	McDevitt �,���	 ��
� IN Sarah	Correll �,���	 ��
� WI Rachel	Zimdars �,���	 ��
� MI Alexandra	Reau �,���	 ��
� OH Katherine		Spellmire �,���	 ��
� WI Brandon	Moe �,���	 ��

�0 PA Daulton	Lape �,���	 ��
�� FL Kevin		Garrison �,00�	 �0
�� NY Caitlyn	Hanlon ���					 ��
�� LA Cory	Patton ���					 �
�� NM Alex	&	Ryan	McClish ���					 ��
�� NY Vanessa	Brey ���					 �0
�� WI Shane	Hansen ��0					 ��
�� MD Marissa	Wells ���					 �
�� MN Steffi	Woodfill ���					 �
�� IN Lea	Mills ���					 ��
�0 PA Nathan	Graybeal ���					 ��
�� IL Haley	Craig ���					 ��
�� IL B	&	T	Doyle	&	J	Pavelchik ���					 �0
�� NY Alexandra	"Lulu"	Riley ���					 �
�� SC James	Brewer ��0					 �
�� MI Hayley	Reneberg ���					 �

YOUTH - Steel Points

YOUTH - Tortiose Points

� MI Alexandra	Reau �,���	 ��
� CT Bethany	Brown �,���	 ��
� PA Dylan	Lape �,���	 ��
� MA Anthony	Mandile �,���	 ��
� NY Caitlyn	Hanlon ���					 ��
� LA Cory	Patton ���					 �
� WI Brandon	Moe ���					 ��
� OH Quinn	&	Peyton	Evans ���					 ��
� MI Sarah	&	Erin	Hage ���					 �0

�0 OH Cole	Simmons ���					 �
�� MO Emily	Borgmann ���					 �
�� TX Jacob-Isreal	Parkin ���					 ��
�� CA Nathan	Womack ���					 ��
�� IL Trevor	Marquis ���					 ��
�� WI Katherine	Leverich ���					 �
�� WI Victoria	Voigt ���					 ��
�� CA Lauren	McDevitt ���					 �
�� OH Rebekah	Bogan ���					 ��
�� WI Shane	Hansen ���					 ��
�0 OH Katherine		Spellmire ���					 ��
�� FL Kevin		Garrison ���					 ��
�� PA Nathan	Graybeal ���					 �
�� AR Mystina	Swaim ���					 ��
�� IL B	&	T	Doyle	&	J	Pavelchik ���					 ��
�� IN Lea	Mills ���					 �

� OH Nathan	&	Samuel	Lohrey �,���	 ��
� PA Nathan	Graybeal �,���	 ��
� MI Alexandra	Reau �,���	 ��
� WI Rachel	Zimdars �,���	 ��
� IL Trevor	Marquis �,���	 ��
� MD Scott	Sustersich �,���	 ��
� NY Harold		Smith	III �,���	 ��
� OH Katherine		Spellmire �,���	 ��
� MN Steffi	Woodfill �,0�0	 ��

�0 MA Anthony	Mandile ���					 ��
�� NM Alex	&	Ryan	McClish ���					 ��
�� PA Breanna	Brokaw ���					 �
�� IN Zac	&	Zayne	Hunter ���					 �0
�� LA Zoe	Patton ���					 �
�� AR Mystina	Swaim ���					 ��
�� OH Quinn	&	Peyton	Evans ���					 ��
�� MD Marissa	Wells ��0					 �
�� PA Natalie	Schellhamer ���					 ��
�� WA Hilary	Wittrock ��0					 ��
�0 OH Nathan	Lohrey ���					 �
�� IL B	&	T	Doyle	&	J	Pavelchik ���					 ��
�� TX Carson	Kabela ���					 �
�� WI Shane	Hansen ���					 ��
�� NE Kristin	Renk ���					 ��
�� OH Maddy,	Anna	&	Molly	Paul ���					 �0
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OPEN
TOTAL POINTS

OPEN - Black Points

OPEN - Blue Points

� CA Scott	Williamson ��,���	 �0
� WI Dan	&	Theresa	Schwandt ��,���	 ��
� WA Pete	&	Debra	Nelsen �0,���	 ��
� MI Kristy	Hume �0,0��	 ��
� MI Michael	Smith ��,0��	 ��
� VA Ricky	Wood ��,���	 ��
� OH Dennis,	Barb	&	Megan	Kline ��,���	 ��
� OH Kevin	Hooper ��,���	 �
� OH Todd	Uran ��,���	 �0

�0 OH Katie	Bickelhaupt ��,0��	 ��
�� PA Ron	&	Renee	Russ ��,���	 ��
�� OH Phil,	Sara,	Cody	&	Dan	Lape ��,0��	 ��
�� OH Allan,	Adrianne	&	Mac	Gerhart ��,���	 ��
�� IA Eric	&	Sharon	Mixdorf ��,���	 ��
�� PA Aaron	L	Martin ��,���	 ��
�� WA Sarah	Cleavenger �,0��				 ��
�� KS Bob	Bergene �,���				 ��
�� SD James	Rydell �,���				 ��
�� NC Fred	&	Kathy	Mullinax �,���				 ��
�0 OR Matt	Gholden	&	Jill	Pfaff �,���				 ��
�� CA Jim	&	Fran	Schettler �,���				 ��
�� NM Christina	Frank �,0��				 �
�� OH Suzanne	Wilch �,���				 ��
�� SD Steve	Blythe	&	Rita	Stelzer �,���				 ��
�� OH Beth	Oelker �,���				 ��
�� OR Gene	Knieling �,0��				 ��
�� MI Carlene	Bell �,���				 ��
�� MD Billy	Bounds �,���				 ��
�� MI Janet	Bowers �,���				 ��
�0 WI Valerie	Worzella �,���				 ��
�� PA John	Imes �,���				 ��
�� WA Jean	Harris �,���				 ��
�� MI Herb	Six �,��0				 ��
�� OH Shelly	Thompson �,���				 ��
�� KS Richard	Lehmann �,�0�				 ��
�� WI Warren	Wiltman �,0�0				 ��
�� CA Fred	&	Helen	Schmall �,�0�				 �0
�� TX Patricia	Kumher �,��0				 ��
�� PA Cale	Kunick �,���				 ��
�0 FL Kennard	&	Betty	Henley �,���				 ��
�� IN Kelly	&	Glenda	Cummings �,���				 ��
�� WI Darrell,	Karen	&	Tony	Gates �,���				 �0
�� TN Silas	&	Marge	Drake �,���				 ��
�� LA Lynn	Hebert �,���				 ��
�� OH Stuart	&	Becky	Canfield �,���				 �
�� CA Elizabeth	Bell �,���				 ��
�� TX Kimberly	Patrick �,0��				 ��
�� MI Henry	&	Donna	Carpenter �,���				 ��
�� WV Penn	&	Sue	Peters �,���				 ��
�0 TX Kim	Folger �,���				 ��

� CA Scott	Williamson ��,���	 �0
� MI Michael	Smith �,���				 ��
� MI Kristy	Hume �,���				 ��
� PA Ron	&	Renee	Russ �,���				 ��
� OH Allan,	Adrianne	&	Mac	Gerhart �,��0				 ��
� OH Kevin	Hooper �,�0�				 �
� WA Sarah	Cleavenger �,��0				 ��
� OH Dennis,	Barb	&	Megan	Kline �,���				 ��
� WI Dan	&	Theresa	Schwandt �,���				 �0

�0 NM Christina	Frank �,���				 �
�� PA Aaron	L	Martin �,��0				 ��
�� IA Eric	&	Sharon	Mixdorf �,���				 ��
�� WA Pete	&	Debra	Nelsen �,���				 ��
�� WI Valerie	Worzella �,0��				 ��
�� VA Ricky	Wood �,�0�				 ��
�� NC Fred	&	Kathy	Mullinax �,���				 ��
�� TX Patricia	Kumher �,0��				 ��
�� WI Darrell,	Karen	&	Tony	Gates �,���				 �0
�� OH Katie	Bickelhaupt �,���				 ��
�0 OH Todd	Uran �,���				 ��
�� OH Phil,	Sara,	Cody	&	Dan	Lape �,���				 ��
�� OH Suzanne	Wilch �,��0				 ��
�� KS Richard	Lehmann �,���				 ��
�� SD James	Rydell �,0��				 ��
�� OR Gene	Knieling �,���				 ��

� CA Scott	Williamson ��,���	 �0
� WA Pete	&	Debra	Nelsen �0,0�0	 ��
� MI Michael	Smith �,���				 ��
� MI Kristy	Hume �,��0				 ��
� KS Bob	Bergene �,�0�				 ��
� PA Aaron	L	Martin �,���				 ��
� OH Dennis,	Barb	&	Megan	Kline �,���				 ��
� WA Sarah	Cleavenger �,���				 ��
� WA Jean	Harris �,�0�				 ��

�0 OH Allan,	Adrianne	&	Mac	Gerhart �,���				 ��
�� MI Janet	Bowers �,���				 ��
�� OR Gene	Knieling �,��0				 ��
�� IA Eric	&	Sharon	Mixdorf �,���				 ��
�� MI Charles	Sayles �,���				 ��
�� CA Jim	&	Fran	Schettler �,���				 ��
�� MO Gary	Clark �,���				 ��
�� WI Valerie	Worzella �,��0				 ��
�� OH Phil,	Sara,	Cody	&	Dan	Lape �,���				 ��
�� CA Elizabeth	Bell �,��0				 �0
�0 OH Todd	Uran �,���				 ��
�� OH Kevin	Hooper �,���				 �
�� OH Suzanne	Wilch �,���				 ��
�� SD James	Rydell �,���				 ��
�� VA Ricky	Wood �,�0�				 ��
�� MI Carlene	Bell �,�0�				 ��
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OPEN - Chocolate Points

OPEN - Gray Points

� VA Ricky	Wood �,���	 ��
� OH Phil,	Sara,	Cody	&	Dan	Lape �,���	 ��
� MI Henry	&	Donna	Carpenter �,���	 ��
� OH Stuart	&	Becky	Canfield �,���	 �
� AL Don	Burchfield �,0��	 ��
� PA Aaron	L	Martin �,���	 ��
� FL Kennard	&	Betty	Henley �,���	 ��
� OH Beth	Oelker �,���	 �0
� SD James	Rydell �,���	 ��

�0 MI Carlene	Bell �,���	 ��
�� WA Pete	&	Debra	Nelsen �,���	 ��
�� MA Pam	Dunning �,���	 ��
�� OH Hilary	Przybylowicz-Hoak �,���	 �0
�� WI Dan	&	Theresa	Schwandt �,���	 ��
�� SD Steve	Blythe	&	Rita	Stelzer �,�0�	 ��
�� CA Jim	&	Fran	Schettler �,���	 ��
�� OH Shelly	Thompson �,���	 ��
�� KS Bob	Bergene �,���	 ��
�� IN Wilbur	Williamson �,���	 ��
�0 OH Kevin	Hooper �,0��	 �
�� TX Kimberly	Patrick ���					 ��
�� WV Penn	&	Sue	Peters ���					 ��
�� PA Ron	&	Renee	Russ ���					 ��
�� MI Janet	Bowers ���					 ��
�� OH Suzanne	Wilch ��0					 �0

� OH Katie	Bickelhaupt �0,0��	 ��
� MI Kristy	Hume �,�0�				 ��
� OH Dennis,	Barb	&	Megan	Kline �,���				 ��
� WA Pete	&	Debra	Nelsen �,�0�				 ��
� MD Billy	Bounds �,���				 ��
� WI Dan	&	Theresa	Schwandt �,�0�				 �0
� VA Ricky	Wood �,���				 ��
� OH Kevin	Hooper �,���				 �
� OH Todd	Uran �,�0�				 ��

�0 IN Kelly	&	Glenda	Cummings �,0��				 ��
�� MI Michael	Smith �,���				 ��
�� PA Ron	&	Renee	Russ �,���				 ��
�� OH Phil,	Sara,	Cody	&	Dan	Lape �,���				 ��
�� LA Lynn	Hebert �,���				 ��
�� OH Suzanne	Wilch �,���				 ��
�� OR Matt	Gholden	&	Jill	Pfaff �,���				 ��
�� MI Carlene	Bell �,���				 ��
�� PA John	Imes �,���				 ��
�� NC Fred	&	Kathy	Mullinax �,��0				 ��
�0 IN Stanley	Goeglein �,���				 �
�� WI Melody	Stremkowski �,���				 �0
�� MI Herb	Six �,���				 ��
�� PA Cale	Kunick ���							 �0
�� LA Yvonne	Hebert ���							 ��
�� MI Janet	Bowers ���							 ��

OPEN - Steel Points

OPEN - Tortiose Points

� WI Dan	&	Theresa	Schwandt �,���	 ��
� OH Dennis,	Barb	&	Megan	Kline �,���	 ��
� OH Shelly	Thompson �,���	 ��
� NC Fred	&	Kathy	Mullinax �,0��	 ��
� OH Kevin	Hooper �,��0	 �
� OH Phil,	Sara,	Cody	&	Dan	Lape �,���	 ��
� SD Steve	Blythe	&	Rita	Stelzer �,���	 ��
� PA Ron	&	Renee	Russ �,��0	 ��
� PA John	Imes �,���	 ��

�0 MI Janet	Bowers �,���	 ��
�� OH Allan,	Adrianne	&	Mac	Gerhart �,���	 ��
�� TN Silas	&	Marge	Drake �,���	 ��
�� OH Beth	Oelker �,0��	 ��
�� OR Anthony	Campbell ���					 ��
�� MI Herb	Six ���					 ��
�� CA Fred	&	Helen	Schmall ���					 �0
�� LA Steve	&	Sherry	Patton ���					 �
�� MI Carlene	Bell ���					 ��
�� MD Billy	Bounds ���					 ��
�0 MA Lynne	Mandile �0�					 ��
�� DE Hero	Wolters ���					 �
�� FL William	&	Tina	Garrison,	Sr. ���					 ��
�� PA Cale	Kunick ���					 ��
�� MI Edward	McKinley ���					 ��
�� OR Matt	Gholden	&	Jill	Pfaff ���					 ��

� WI Dan	&	Theresa	Schwandt �,�0�	 ��
� OH Todd	Uran �,���	 �0
� VA Ricky	Wood �,���	 ��
� IA Eric	&	Sharon	Mixdorf �,���	 ��
� SD James	Rydell �,���	 ��
� CA Scott	Williamson �,���	 ��
� SD Steve	Blythe	&	Rita	Stelzer �,���	 ��
� CA Jim	&	Fran	Schettler �,���	 ��
� OR Matt	Gholden	&	Jill	Pfaff �,��0	 ��

�0 WA Jean	Harris �,��0	 ��
�� OH Kevin	Hooper �,���	 �
�� OH Beth	Oelker �,���	 ��
�� OH Allan,	Adrianne	&	Mac	Gerhart �,��0	 ��
�� KS Bob	Bergene �,���	 ��
�� PA John	Imes �,���	 �0
�� LA Lynn	Hebert �,���	 ��
�� LA Yvonne	Hebert �,0��	 ��
�� MA Paul	Jurgelonis ���					 ��
�� FL Dale	Grabenbauer ���					 ��
�0 VA Susan	Loan ���					 ��
�� IN Kelli	Slack ���					 �0
�� OH Stuart	&	Becky	Canfield ���					 �
�� FL Marvin	Cummings ���					 ��
�� IL Cathern		Hart ���					 �
�� IA Dennis	&	Karlene	McAtee ���					 �0
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�0/�/�00�	Open	Phoenix	RBA,	Scottsdale,	AZ	BIS	Jim	&	Carolyn	Hidalgo	Black	JD	TINA

�0/�/�00�	Open	The	Rabbit	Producers	of	Alabama,	Muscle	Shoals,	AL	BIS	Tim	Wiley	Black	JD	D��

�0/�/�00�	Open	Central	Valley	RBA,	Hanford,	CA	BIS	Scott	Williamson	Black	JD	JTN

�0/�/�00�	Open	IOWA	STATE	DUTCH	RC,	DES	MOINES,	IA	BIS	Richard	Lehmann	Black	JD	D��

�0/��/�00�	Open	Carolina	Dutch	RC,	Shelby,	NC	BIS	Fred	&	Kathy	Mullinax	Steel	SD	K��

�0/��/�00�	Open	Carolina	Dutch	RC,	Shelby,	NC	BIS	Fred	&	Kathy	Mullinax	Steel	JD	K�

�0/��/�00�	Open	NORTH	WEST	RB,	MONROE,	WA	BISRSarah	Cleavenger	Black	JD	DDZ�

�0/��/�00�	Open	Cuyahoga	Co	R&CBA,	Berea,	OH	BIS	John	Imes	Steel	JD	JS��

��/�/�00�	Open	WESTERN	DUTCH	FANCIERS,	ALBANY,	OR	BIS	non-member	aaa	Blue	JD	P�F�

��/�/�00�	Open	N.	Central	Missouri,	Holt,	MO	BIS	Richard	Lehmann	Black	JD	�0TB

��/�/�00�	Open	Llano	Estacado	RBA,	Lubbock,	TX	BIS	Jim	&	Carolyn	Hidalgo	Black	SB	M���

��/�/�00�	Open	Antelope	Valley	RC,	Lancaster,	CA	BISRScott	Williamson	Black	JD	JTN

��/�/�00�	Open	Florida	Dutch	RBA,	Monteverde,	FL	BIS	Christopher	Russ	Chocolate	JD	A��

��/�/�00�	Open	MEDINA	COUNTY	RBA,	BEREA,	OH	BIS	Katie	Bickelhaupt	Gray	SB	KCHES

��/�/�00�	Open	MEDINA	COUNTY	RBA,	BEREA,	OH	BIS	Shelly	Thompson	Steel	SB	TS��

��/�0/�00�	Open	Allegeheny	Mtn	Dutch	Club,	Meadville,	PA	BIS	Ron	&	Renee	Russ	Gray	JB	��TG

��/�0/�00�	Open	CALIFORNIA	R&C	SHOWS,	FRESNO,	CA	BIS	Scott	Williamson	Blue	JB	PTR

��/��/�00�	Open	BALTIMORE	&	HOWARD	COUNTY	R&CBA,	WEST	FRIENDSHIP,	MD	BIS	Penn	&	Sue	Peters	Black	JD	��TB

��/��/�00�	Open	CALIFORNIA	R&C	SHOWS,	STOCKTON,	CA	BISRScott	Williamson	Black	JD	IGA

��/��/�00�	Open	CALIFORNIA	R&C	SHOWS,	STOCKTON,	CA	BISRScott	Williamson	Blue	JB	PTR

��/��/�00�	Open	OHIO	STATE	DUTCH	RC,	WILMINGTON,	OH	BIS	Kevin	Hooper	Gray	JB	KG00

��/�/�00�	Open	SOUTHERN	PRIDE	R&CC,	COLUMBIA,	SC	BIS	Herb	Kelso	Black	JD	H�

��/�/�00�	Open	Golden	West	RBA,	Pomona,	CA	BIS	Scott	Williamson	Blue	JB	PTR

��/�/�00�	Open	MIAMI	VALLEY	RC,	EATON,	OH	BIS	Dennis,	Barb	&	Megan	Kline	Steel	SD	KS��

��/�/�00�	Open	SOUTH	MISSISSIPPI	RBA,	GULFPORT,	MS	BISRLynn	Hebert	Gray	JB	L�Y�

��/��/�00�	Open	CALIFORNIA	R&C	SHOWS,	SANTA	BARBARA,	CA	BIS	Scott	Williamson	Blue	JD	BLE

Below are the Best In Show, Best Reserve In Show, and Best 4 Class winners for the shows listed.

�0/�/�00�	Youth	Central	Valley	RBA,	Hanford,	CA	BISRNathan	Womack	Blue	JD	BN�

�0/�/�00�	Youth	Phoenix	RBA,	Buckeye,	AZ	BIS	Alex	&	Ryan	McClish	Black	SD	R���

�0/��/�00�	Youth	Central	PA	RBA,	Rock	Springs,	PA	BISRKevin	Athey	Chocolate	SD	RCB��

�0/��/�00�	Youth	SW	Ohio	RBA,	Lebanon,	OH	BIS	Nathan	&	Samuel	Lohrey	Tortoise	SB	N��

��/�/�00�	Youth	Arizona	State	Fair,	Phoenix,	AZ	BISRKellis	Carmichael	Chocolate	SB	ACE

��/�/�00�	Youth	Kansas	Dutch	Club,	Hutchinson,	KS	BIS	Tucker	David	Chocolate	JB	DD�

��/�/�00�	Youth	Medina	County	RBA,	Berea,	OH	BIS	Austin	Smith	Tortoise	SD	�

��/�/�00�	Youth	ARK-LA-TEX	RABBIT	CLUB,	SHREVEPORT,	LA	BIS	Cory	Patton	Black	SD	CJN�

��/�/�00�	Youth	Medina	County	RBA,	Berea,	OH	BIS				�

��/��/�00�	Youth	California	Dutch	RC,	Fresno,	CA	BIS	Taylor	Marie	Wade	Blue	SD	UNS

��/��/�00�	Youth	Springfield	R&CBA,	Springfield,	OH	B�Kaitlynn	Elliott	Blue	SB	EB�

��/��/�00�	Youth	BALTIMORE	&	HOWARD	COUNTY	R&CBA,	WEST	FRIENDSHIP,	MD	BIS	Nathan	Graybeal	Steel	SD	�G�B

��/��/�00�	Youth	OHIO	STATE	DUTCH	RC,	WILMINGTON,	OH	BIS	Adam	&	Megan	McGinnis	Black	JD	M���B

��/�/�00�	Youth	Richmond	RBA,	Aylett,	VA	BIS	Bethany	Brown	Black	SD	HB��

��/�/�00�	Youth	MIAMI	VALLEY	RC,	EATON,	OH	BIS	Adam	&	Megan	McGinnis	Gray	JB	MG��

��/��/�00�	Youth	WE	BE	RC,	HUTCHINSON,	MN	BISRBethany	Brown	Black	SD	HB��

�/�/�00�	Youth	PENN	STATE	FARM	SHOW,	HARRISBURG,	PA	BIS	Dylan	Lape	Steel	SB	K���

OPEN YOUTH

You Can’t Beat The Dutch

Black * Blue * Chocolate * Gray 
DUTCH 

229 Edinborough Drive 
Findlay, OH 45840 

419-422-2379 * email: sewilch@amertich.net 

Suzanne Wilch

When entering shows, please make sure to 
fill out your emntry form and remark cards 
completely. Points are recorded under the 
name/s which appear on the show report. If 
you show in combination with another person/
s, it is always a good idea to mention this 
to thre show secretary, so they will list your 
name properly in their records.

If you do show in combination with others, 
and receive a report back from a show you 
have attended that may not have all of the 
names on the report, please contact that show 
secretary and advise them of the incorrect 
listing. that may prevent us from receiving 
a sweepstakes report that would be recorded 
incorrectly.

If you have questions regarding this situation, 
please contact Norma Hart or Dick Gehr.

�/0�
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AMERICAN DUTCH RABBIT CLUB HALL OF FAME MEMBERS

Inducted	at	Greenville,	OH	����
Al Butler Stan Goeglein George Parmer 
Barb Butler Norma Hart Jack Pugh
Bill Geitzenauer Anthony Micallef Jack Wireman

Inducted	at	Greenville,	OH	����
 Andy Barton Roger Eich

Inducted	at	Hutchinson,	KS	����
 Doreen Bengtson Larry Bengtson
 Wenton Carlton Wayne MacKinnon

Inducted	at	Oshkosh,	WI	����
 Roger Guetschow Lynn Shaw

Inducted	at	York,	PA	�000
 Alan Miller Mike Stinehelfer

Inducted	at	Springfield,	IL	�00�
 Maxine Parmer Reggie Shull

Inducted	at	Washington,	PA	�00�
   John Imes Ed McKinley Robert Worden

Inducted	at	Greenville,	OH	�00�
 Larry Thompson Wilbur Williamson

Inducted	at	Manitowoc,	WI	�00�
 Fred Mullinax Scott Williamson

Inducted	at	Washington,	PA	�00�
 Tom Dietrich Kevin Hooper
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 Quality Dutch in all Colors

 Kevin Hooper
 ARBA	Judge
	 President	ADRC
	 No	Longer	Shipping

�00�	NDS	-	Open	Best	Dutch	-	Bred	by	Rick	Billups
	 	 Sire	was	Hooper’s	KT��0

	 �00�	NDS	-	Open	Best	Dutch	-	Bred	by	Jay	Imes
	 	 Dam	was	Hooper’s	KG���
	 �00�	NDS	-	Open	Best	Opp	Dutch	-	Bred	by	Ed	McKinley
	 	 Sire	was	Hooper’s	KS��0
	 �00�	NDS	-	Youth	Best	Dutch	-	Bred	by	Adrianne	&	Mac	Gearhart
	 	 Grand	Sire	on	both	sides	Hooper’s	KS���
	 �00�	NDS	-	Youth	Runner	Up	-	Bred	by	Megan	Kline
	 	 Sire	was	Hooper’s	KT��0
	 �00�	NDS	Youth	Best	Opp	utch	-	Bred	by	Steven	Stump
	 	 ��%	Hooper	Breeding
	 �00�	NDS	-	Youth	Best	of	Breed	-	Bred	by	Katie	Bicklehaupt	
	 	 �00%	Hooper	breeding
	 �00�	ARBA	Convention	-	Open	Best	Dutch	

	 	 Owned	&	Bred	by	Kevin	Hooper

Best	of	Breed
Steel	Buck

�00�	ARBA	National	Convention
Providence,	Rhode	Island

Best	of	Breed	&	BEST	IN	SHOW
Gray	Doe

�00�	ARBA	National	Convention
Fort	Worth,	Texas

Best	of	Breed
Black	Buck

�00�	National	Dutch	Show
Washington,	Pennsylvania

��/0�

DEADLINES YOU MAY WISH TO MARK ON YOUR CALENDAR:
NDS catalog ad deadline February 25, 2008
ADRC Scholarship deadline March 15, 2008
NDS entry deadline in hand by March 31, 2008
NDS show dates April 11-13, 2008
Deadline for running for officer or board position to 
 Secretary by May 1, 2008
Dutch Reporter article deadline May 1, 2008
Dutch Reporter article deadline August 1, 2008
Election ballots in mail August 1, 2008
Election ballots due back to Election chairman September 15, 2008
ARBA convention entry deadline ??
ARBA convention October 26-30, 2008
Dutch Reporter article deadline November 1, 2008
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NOTICE:
Publicity Department personnel.

Todd Uran and Dan Monahan of Ohio are the 
new ADRC Publicity Co-Chairpersons 

614-270-2426          urantodd@aim.com
Send all Publicity correspondence to them at:

18600 Easton Rd
Marysville, OH 43040

With a new year comes an entire new inventory for 
the ADRC Publicity group.  For those of you that 

have not heard Dan Monahan and I (Todd Uran) took over 
the job after much “encouragement” from club members.  
We knew it would not be the funniest thing we have 
ever done but we will do our best.  We have been in the 
process of getting new items and we are working with 
some new suppliers.  We took in a lot of feedback from 
you the members on what you wanted to see so we hope 
we covered at least most of your request.  We have a 
wide range of new clothes this year in a wide assortment 
of sizes including a lot in the adult’s larger sizes and a 
wider variety in children’s sizes.  

Be on the lookout for the new items on the ADRC 
website.  The online store tab will soon have items to 
view.  We have been getting some request for patches and 
pins that are going to be used as awards which I think are 
great ideas.  The way purchasing items online will work 
has not all been ironed out just yet but at a high level here 
it is.  You will view the items, send me an email (there 
will be a link to my email on the site) place your order in 
the email to me.  I will get you the total price including 
shipping and send you an email with that information.  I 
will also copy Barb Kline on that email.  You will then 
need to settle with Barb and once she confirms that the 
money has been received we will ship your order.  Perhaps 
in the future we will have payment options on the site 
but there is cost involved with that so for now we will try 
this system.  I encourage everyone to take a look at the 
new items once they are on the site.  If you would like 
to order and pay for items in advance of the NDS we can 
bring them along and you can save the shipping cost.  Now 
keep in mind we are not a department store so we do not 
have lots of any one item so if you see something you like 
I suggest ordering it.  If you want something you don’t see 
let us know and we will see what we can do but I am not 
making any promises but we will do what we can.  

We look forward to seeing everyone in Illinois and 
selling a lot of items so we can all show off the fact that 
we have the best club, the best breed, and the best 
members therefore we should have the best publicity 
items.

Todd Uran and Dan Monahan 

It is that time of year again where those eligible should 
be getting their information together and sending in their 
scholarship applications.  Please make sure to go the 
ADRC website and download the current application, 
review the eligibility and the deadlines for sending 
in your applications.  I can not emphasize enough to 
follow these simple steps.  Make sure to complete every 
section of the application and provide all the required 
documentation.  As with any application process only the 
ones that meet all the requirements will be eligible so it 
is worth the time to review every detail.  

The current eligibility information and deadline 
information is included in this addition of the Dutch 
Reports.  

Todd Uran 

AMERICAN DUTCH RABBIT CLUB 

YOUTH SCHOLARSHIP FOUNDATION 

4664 S. Co. Rd. 591 

New Riegel, OH  44853 

 

PROCEDURES FOR YOUTH SCHOLARSHIP APPLICANTS 

1.  All applications must be submitted on forms obtained 
from Scholarship Committee member.  Computer forms 
will not be accepted unless in original format. 

2.  Applicant must have held continuous ADRC 
membership for at least three (3) years preceding 
application for scholarship. 

3.  Applicants are eligible to apply only if they are a 
high school graduate under the age of 21 and currently 
have 12 credit hours of college education. 

4.  Applicants must have completed high school with a 
minimum cumulative GPA of 3.00 (unweighted) on a grade 
scale of 4.00, and have been in the top 50% of graduating 
class. 

5. Home schooled applicants are eligible, but must 
submit SAT or ACT scores, and a letter of recommendation 
from a person outside the immediate family. 

6.  All applications must include a complete High School 
and College Transcript. 

7.  Scholarship proceeds may be used to further 
education at any accredited four (4) year college, two (2) 
year college, vocational, or technical school. 

8.  Scholarships will be paid to the member and school 
upon receipt of confirmation of college enrollment. 

9.  All applications must be postmarked by March 
15th of application year and returned to the ADRC Youth 
Scholarship Foundation. 

10. Applicant is only eligible to win the scholarship one 
time. 

News from Publicity News from the 
Scholarship Committee:  
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ADRC Committees for 2008

ARBA Judge Selection
Scott Williamson - Chairperson

Dennis Kline
Billy Bounds
Bob Bergene

Warren Wiltman

Audit
Jim Rydell - Chairperson

Ron Clausen
Rita Stelzer

Booth Decorations
Melody Stremkowski

Election
Sherry Patton - Chairperson

Steve Patton
Gwen Himel

Hall of Fame
Rick Lehmann - Chairperson

Fred Mullinax
Eric Mixdorf

Stan Goeglein
Fran Schettler

Wayne Mackinnon
Tom Dietrich

Membership Contest
Theresa Kortbein

Scholarship
Todd Uran - Chairperson

Warren Wiltman
Brenda Reau
Steve Patton

Seller’s Class
Dennis Kline

Dan Schwandt

Standards
Jill Pfaff - Chairperson

Rick Billups
Erik Bengtson
Eric Mixdorf

Stan Goeglein
Billy Bounds 

Many new breeders today are unsuccessful when they 
first adventure into the task of trying to raise competitive 
Dutch rabbits.  The biggest piece of advice I can give 
from years of trying to raise Dutch is to start off with 
animals that are somewhat related.  For instance, let’s 
say someone buys two does from a breeder but has to 
purchase their herd buck from a totally different breeder 
whose bloodline doesn’t match at all.  To me the new 
breeder would be better off to purchases the does and 
pay a little extra to have the does bred to a buck that 
is related and then keep the best two bucks out of the 
litters for future use.  Breeding these young bucks back to 
the does will tell you if you have the foundation of a good 
strain of rabbits.  This scenario plays out so often at our 
Sells Class when animals are purchased by potential Dutch 
breeders for a minimal investment. They walk away with 
animals from several breeders with the hopes of breeding 
a winner or being competitive on the show table but often 
find nothing but discouragement in the nest box. 

How important are markings when buying breeding 
stock?  A well marked rabbit without type is no better 
than a rabbit that should end up in the frying pan.  I 
personally believe it is of the utmost importance that you 
start with foundation stock that has the best Dutch type 
possible.  The body type has been greatly improved over 
the past 10-15 years and is now consistent throughout all 
of the varieties.  I look at color and fur next and then eye 
color to ensure the color meets the description set by the 
standards.  Many times a light colored eye or portions 
of the eye having different shades could indicate an 
undesirable cross somewhere in the background.  

I feel the herd buck is the most important investment 
a breeder will make when starting their Dutch herd.  A 
good herd buck should have ideal body type, color and 
markings free from any disqualifications. I will normally 
keep a buck that has ideal body type unless it has two or 
more of the following marking faults;

1. Very long stops

2. Very biased saddle

3. Jagged undercut

4. Hooked cheeks

There are several things to watch for when buying 
breeding stock, I just hope these few sentences will give 
you something to think about.  Always seek out the advice 
from an established breeder and someone you can trust 
when looking at breeding stock.  I’ve always found it 
easier to get a 2nd or 3rd opinion from friends for they 
may see something I’ve overlooked.

Recipe for success
or failure……..

by	Rick	Billups
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 If you find an error in your listing, please contact Barb Kline with the correction.
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Sponsored by the 
Illinois Dutch Rabbit Club

We hope everyone has their reservations made for the 2008 
NDS in Bloomington. We have requested excellent weather, and 
have high hopes of another banner event for the Dutch Rabbit.

I would like to address one of the concerns that has been 
mentioned since the printing of the last Dutch reporter, Sales 
animals at the NDS.

Not knowing the number of animals that we will have entered, 
it is impossible for us to guarantee there will be ample sales 
coops for everyone. We prefer not to commit to sales coops 
until after the entry has been received, and we would know for 
sure that we had the pens to use for sales animals. If cooping is 
available after the entry numbers have been determined, then 
we will have cooping available for animals you wish to bring for 
sale. 

If you care to include a note with your entry advising as 
to how many "Sales" coops you would like "IF" they become 
available, we will try our best to accommodate everyone. If the 
cooping is not available however, we will have an area in the 
showroom for the sales animals if you choose to bring them. 
It will be necessary to provide a carrier for the animals that 
is ample in size for the weekend. There will be no charge if 
the rabbits are kept in carriers. If the cooping does become 
available, due to the cost we incur for rental and set-up of the 
cooping, the Sales coops will be $4.00 per animal. Sales rabbits 
can be paid for once you have arrived. Please do not send any 
fees for sales rabbits with your entry.  

Entry fees for the National Dutch Show will be $6.00 per 
animal (open and youth). Fur class entries will be $3.00 per 
animal (open and youth).

Karen Craig and Debbie Marquis are working on youth 
activities, Theresa Schwandt will be handling the Friday night 
classes, (no "Fun" classes scheduled) and we have a number of 
individuals lined up to ramrod tables on Saturday. Naturally, any 
additional assistance offered would be appreciated.

The NDS catalogs will be mailed around the first week of 
March. This will allow ample time for the USPS to get it to you 
and for you to return it by the entry deadline.

Please feel free to email either Norma Hart or Richard Gehr 
if you have questions or concerns regarding the NDS.

We would again like to list some of the more important 
information for your use.

Scheduled Dutch Judges:  Open:  Scott Williamson, CA; Dr 
Chris Hayhow, KS; Glen Carr, IL; Marvin Wunderlin, IL – Youth 
Judges: Erik Bengtson, IA; and another to be announced.

Concession Stand – No food may be brought in to the 
Interstate Center from outside vendors or other. Unfortunately, 
this is an Interstate Center Mandatory regulation.

Feed – Will be provided for the weekend

Shavings - Farm & Fleet in Bloomington *Due to fire code 
and Interstate center regulations, no straw will be allowed in 
the building.

For your convenience, an Equipment Dealer will be 
available on site – Koenigs Kountry Supplies

Banquet – Place; Interstate Center Banquet Room; Coctail 
Hour 6:00 PM; Meal 7:00 PM

NDS BANQUET
Held in the banquet room of the Interstate Center  

on Saturday evening April 12, 2008 at 7:00PM  

Pasta Bar

Penne and Bowtie Pasta with Marinara and Alfredo Sauces

Italian Sausage with Peppers and Onions

Sauteed Chicken Breast

Fresh Parmesan Cheese, Tomatoes and Mushrooms 
Tossed Green Salad

Coffee and Iced Tea

Dessert

Adults and Youth - $18.00 

*THE INTERSTATE CENTER CATERER NEEDS AN ADVANCE COUNT 
OF THOSE IN ATTENDANVCE. THEREFORE, NO TICKETS WILL BE 
SOLD AT THE NDS

Check In Time: Beginning at 12:00 Noon on Friday. No rabbits 
will be accepted before 12:00 noon on Friday April 11. Additional 
building rental fees would be necessary to allow Thursday 
acceptance, thus no check in is available for Thursday.

Showroom Close times: Promptly at 10:00 PM Friday and at 
5:00 PM Saturday (reopens Saturday morning at 6:30 and Sunday 
morning at 6:30.

Entries:  Must be in hand no later than March 31st in order 
to be accepted. Entries not marked as to open or youth will 
be entered in open division. This is a No ear number entry 
system.

 
Interstate Conference Center -  Bloomington, Illinois  
DRIVING DIRECTIONS:

From Des Moines, IA:
Take I-80 East to I-74 at Moline, IL; Take I-74 East to I-55, go 

South to Exit 160-B, Route 9 (Market Street). go West 3/4 mile; 
turn right into the Interstate Center.

From Indianapolis, IN: 
Take I-74 West to Bloomington-Normal, IL and meet I-55 

North; take I-55/74 to Exit 160-B; go West on IL Route 9 for ¾ 
of a mile; turn right into the Interstate Center.

From Madison, WI: 
Take I-90/94 South to I-39 at Rockford, IL. Take I-39 South to 

I-55 at Bloomington-Normal; take I-55 South to Exit 160-B, West 
on Route 9 (Market Street). ; go 3/4 mile; turn right into the 
Interstate Center.

From St. Louis, MO:
Take I-55 North to Bloomington-Normal, IL; take Exit 160-B 

West on IL Route 9 for ¾ of a mile; turn right into the Interstate 
Center.

_________________________________________________

2008 National Dutch Show ~ April 11 - 13
Bloomington, Illinois

Please be sure to bring 
something for the raffle. 
Donatons will be greatly 

appreciated, and will provide 
an opportunity for all to win 

something to take home.
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SOUTHWEST DUTCH RABBIT FANCIERS ASSOCIATION 

Representing AZ, NM, CO & TX 
Open & Youth Specialty shows all year! 
Open & Youth Sweepstakes 

OFFICERS:
President: Christina Frank 
Vice President: Taumi Tidey 
Secretary: Carolyn Hidalgo 
Treasurer: Sue Fields 

Congratulations SDRFA members for your outstanding 2007 accomplishments! Job well done! 

Ryan & Alex McClish 
“Best of Best in Show” NM Triple Crown –Youth 

7 Best in Shows & 6 RIS for 2007 

Open BOB Triple Crown 10/27/07 
 & 2nd Reserve NM Triple Crown  

Breeder: Vicki Mlady 

OPEN BEST IN SHOW  NM  STATE FAIR 2007  
Black Jr. Doe  Ear#CFPO 
Breeder: Christina Frank 

FOR A MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION  
OR MORE INFORMATION:

Carolyn Hidalgo 
SDRFA Secretary 

Box 885 
Peralta, NM  87042 

Email: awanamommy@aol.com 

DIRECTORS:
 Vicki Mlady 
 Gary Fields 
 Lawrence Frank 

WWW.SDRFA.COM 

UPCOMING SPRING SHOWS 

3/15/2008 Peralta, NM 
3/29/2008 Hereford, TX 

4/5/2008 Farmington, NM 
4/26/2008 Lubbock, TX 

Contact: Carolyn Hidalgo for show catalogs 

Brady & Aubrie Fields 
BOB South Plains Fair - Youth 

BOB Duncan, OK 11/2007 - Youth 

OPEN BEST IN SHOW  - PRBA 10/2/2007 
Black Jr. Doe  Ear# STINA 
Breeder: Carolyn Hidalgo 
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 The DO's of Showing

1. Check the weather the night before the show so 
that you’ll know whether or not to bring anything 
extra for the rabbits, yourself, or your car. 

2. Bring a copy of the entry form. If there’s a mistake 
in the pre-entry show, you can straighten it out more 
easily if you have the entry form. For entries on the 
day of show, bring a list of the rabbits you’re going 
to show and the ear number of each so that you can 
fill out the forms faster.  

3. Get to the show in plenty of time before it starts 
so that you aren’t rushed. Your rabbits can feel your 
tension and will react, IMO. 

4. Bring some kind of treat for your rabbits to 
munch on. Even though most people won’t become 
distressed at the new surroundings, your rabbits 
might. They’d probably enjoy a hay cube, some 
grass hay, or a slice of apple or carrot, and it would 
help reduce their stress. Be sure to bring something 
for them to drink from, too. 

5. Try to get a good night’s sleep. Rest can be the 
difference between having a good show day for 
yourself and a day that you can barely squint 
through. No sense in putting you or your animals at 
risk from a bad night’s sleep. If you have to, take a 
cat nap after your breeds are judged so that you can 
drive home safely. 

6. Bring an extra empty carrier for that unexpected 
purchase. It’s better to bring an extra empty hole 
than to try to squeeze two rabbits in one hole. Think 
safety. 

7. Have a first-aid kit and your grooming kit. It’s 
better to have the kits on hand and not use them, 
than to have an emergency pop up and be lost 
without them. 

8. Above all, remember that it’s not what you win but 
how you win it. Please be a gracious winner and a 
gracious loser. We all win and lose from one show to 
the next. Nobody’s perfect. 

 The Don’ts of Showing 

1. Don’t get mad and start bad-mouthing the judge 
just because you didn’t win. Remember, he/she is 
just a person who’s giving an opinion of your animal 
on that given day. 

2. Don’t bad-mouth a rabbit that the judge is judging. 
In other words, don’t point out something that you 
see and the judge doesn’t. Most people would look 
at this as trying to sway the judge’s opinion or as 
cheating. Remember, you’re not the one that holds 
the judging license. 

3. Don’t forget your tattoo kit for those tattoos that 
always seem to disappear at the wrong time. 

4. Don’t let the judge know which animal is yours. 
For instance, don’t say to the judge, “Remember 
when you gave this doe a BOB (Best of Show) when 
she was only four months old? Look at her now.” If 
you do this, you could have your entire entry DQ’ed 
(disqualified) from the show. I know that this sounds 
crazy, but I’ve seen it happen more than once. 

5. Don’t fake your rabbit. This simply means do not 
alter the appearance of your rabbit by plucking 
stray white hairs, putting anything on the toenails to 
make them match or to make darker, etc. If you’re 
caught, it means the disqualification of your entire 
entry at the show. 

6. Don’t blame anyone if you miss the judging for 
your class of rabbits. You need to pay attention 
to when and where the judging is for your breed. 
Listen to announcements of breeds being called. If 
you can’t hear, go and ask repeatedly what breed is 
up. Remember, missing your class is a bummer, but 
it’s not the end of the world. 

7. Don’t be a poor sport. Winning at all costs isn’t a 
desirable trait when it comes to show people. 

8. Above all, don’t bring an animal to the show that’s 
sick. It isn’t fair to the other owners or their rabbits. 
You’d be pretty upset if someone caused your 
healthy rabbits to get sick or if you lost one due to 
the illness. 

The DO's and DON'T's of Showing
taken from the Bunny Hutch News (newsletter of the Long Island RBA, NY)
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Comfrey 
Power  

Improve your soil, 
prevent disease, mulch 
your plants, and enhance 
your compost with this 
powerhouse of a plant.  

The rabbits love the Comfrey leaves and it seems to 
help when they aren’t feeling well. written by Jean 
Nick  (re-printed from www.organicgardening.com)  

I have my own little organic fertilizer factory, 
cranking out free mulch, compost activator, and a 
potent plant food.   

The fuel for this factory is Russian comfrey 
(Symphytum X uplandicum). It has 6-foot-long roots 
that harvest nutrients from deep in the soil; making 
comfrey leaves a fantastic natural source of nitrogen, 
phosphorus, and potassium.   

Researchers in British Columbia analyzed the 
NPK (nitrogen, phosphorus, and potassium) ratio of 
comfrey leaves by air-drying them and analyzing the 
powdered leaf tissues. They found that the leaves 
have an impressive proportion of 1.8-0.5-5.3. To 
compare, kelp meal has an NPK ratio of 1.0-0.5-
2.5, and homemade compost ranges from 0.5-0.5-
0.5 to 4-4-4 (depending on what ingredients you 
use). Comfrey is also rich in calcium and many other 
valuable plant nutrients it mines from deep in the 
subsoil.   

Harnessing the Power
Mulch.  Freshly cut comfrey leaves make good 

mulch because they’re high in nitrogen, so they 
don’t pull nitrogen from the soil while decomposing, 
as high-carbon mulches like straw and leaves do. And 
comfrey’s high potassium content makes it especially  
beneficial	for	flowers,	vegetables	(such	as			tomatoes,	
peppers, and cucumbers), berries, and fruit trees. 
Michelle DeFord, owner of Crimson Sage Nursery, in 
Colton, Oregon, has mulched her stock herb plants 
with comfrey for 25 years because it boosts seed 
yields. For home gardeners, this means increased 
flower	 and	 fruit	 production.	 But	 using	 comfrey	 to	
mulch root crops (like carrots) or leafy greens (like 
lettuce and spinach) may encourage them to go to 
seed prematurely.   

Soil amendment. Use freshly cut comfrey leaves 
(but	not	the	flowering	stems	in	this	case—they	can	
root) as fertilizer in planting holes. The leaves break 
down rapidly and provide nutrients right at the 
roots.   

Compost activator. Comfrey is especially useful 
if you have lots of dry brown material and the pile is 
slow to heat up. Just layer the fresh comfrey leaves 
and stems in as you add other material to your pile.
leaves and stems in as you add other material to 
your pile.   

Liquid fertilizer. One of the best ways to tap 
your fertilizer factory is to brew comfrey tea. Fill 
a barrel or trash can about halfway with fresh 
comfrey, add water, cover it, and let it steep for 
3 to 6 weeks. Comfrey tea smells foul, so brew it 
away from sensitive noses (yours or your neighbors). 
The tea may be used full strength or diluted to 
about half strength—to the color of weak tea. Use 
it whenever you water your plants. It’s great for 
watering stressed plants to help get them back on 
track, reports Jerome Osentowski, director of the 
Central Rocky Mountain Permaculture Institute, in 
Basalt, Colorado.   

You can also make liquid fertilizer concentrate 
by packing fresh-cut comfrey tops into an old 
bucket, weighing them down with a big rock or a 
plastic bag of water, covering tightly, and waiting 
a few weeks for them to decompose into a lovely 
thick black goo. Some gardeners put a hole in the 
bottom of the bucket and collect the concentrate in 
another container as it drips out. Dilute this comfrey 
concentrate about 15 to 1 with water, and use as you 
would comfrey tea. You can seal this concentrate in 
plastic jugs until you are ready to use it.   

Pest prevention and control. Scientists at Moscow 
State University in Russia observed that powdery 
mildew spores that landed on wheat seedlings sprayed 
with comfrey tea did not germinate, and the wheat 
seedlings did not become infected. The researchers 
concluded that the comfrey tea sprays had activated 
natural defense mechanisms in the wheat seedlings, 
making them more resistant to disease. This summer, 
researchers at the Rodale Institute, near Kutztown, 
Pennsylvania, are conducting controlled experiments 
testing comfrey tea as a preventive for powdery 
mildew on sage grown in the greenhouse.   

To use comfrey tea or diluted comfrey extract 
as a foliar drench or spray, add a few drops of liquid 
soap (it helps the spray stick to leaves) and apply it 
to	your	plants.	You	can	use	a	watering	can	with	a	fine	
rose, but you’ll get better coverage with a garden 
sprayer. Be sure to strain your liquid very carefully 
(let	it	drip	through	a	large	coffee	filter)	before	you	
put it in your sprayer, or you’ll clog up the nozzle 
before you even get started. When you spray your 
plants, don’t coat just the tops of the leaves; reach 
under and spray the bottoms, too, at least until the 
liquid starts to run off.   

Easy to Grow 
If you’re now ready to put comfrey to work 

in	 your	 garden,	 wait	 until	 you	 find	 out	 how	 little	
it expects from you. Russian comfrey is a hardy 
perennial (USDA Plant Hardiness Zones 3 to 9) with 
large,	hairy	leaves;	long,		fleshy	roots;	and	clusters	
of	small	cream,	pink,	or	blue	flowers.	Unharvested	
plants grow to about 3 feet tall and wide. Comfrey 
spreads rather enthusiastically both by self-seeding 
and sprouting from even small sections of severed 
root. You can prevent this by planting only sterile 
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cultivars such as ‘Bocking 14’ and not digging or 
cultivating around your comfrey.   

Comfrey grows best in full sun or partial shade. It 
thrives in clay soil with plenty of moisture but tolerates 
a wide range of conditions. Once established, it is 
difficult	to	get	rid	of,	so	choose	a	site	where	it	can	
stay. Six plants are enough for most gardeners, which 
means allowing a planting space of about 6 by 10 
feet or 3 by 20 feet. Don’t plant comfrey in any area 
you cultivate, as breaking off bits of root will create 
oodles of new plants. Remove any perennial weeds 
in the bed. Plant root cuttings or plants about 3 feet 
apart either in spring or fall, and keep the soil moist 
until plants are well established. Don’t harvest the 
first	year,	and	cut	off	any	flower	stalks	that	form,	as	
your plants need to establish a good root system.   

If you have a small yard or you’re concerned about 
comfrey taking over your garden, grow it in large trash 
cans. Just cut drainage holes in the bottom of each 
can,	fill	with	a	soil	and	compost	mix,	and	plant.			

Comfrey produces huge quantities of leaves 
during the growing season (4 to 5 pounds per plant 
per cutting) and will happily soak up any nitrogen-rich 
fertilizer	it’s	given,	though	it	grows	just	fine	without	
extra feeding. Eileen Weinsteiger, regenerative 
garden design specialist at the Rodale Institute, 
maintains a thick layer of grass clippings around the 
plants, which keeps her patch producing more top 
growth than she can use.      

Although ‘Bocking 14’ Russian comfrey is sterile, 
individual plants will expand, so divide them every 
few years if your patch is  getting crowded. Don’t 
even dig them up; just slice through each one with 
a sharp spade while it’s in the ground. Replant the 
sections you remove or share them with friends, but 
don’t put the roots in your compost pile, or you’ll 
have comfrey plants popping up everywhere next 
year.   Harvesting Comfrey is ready to harvest when 
it	is	about	2	feet	tall	or	starts	to	form	flower	stalks.	
Depending on your climate, you will probably get 
four or more harvests a year. Cut off the whole plant 
about 2 inches above the ground with pruners or a 
sickle. Be sure to wear gloves and long sleeves when 
harvesting	comfrey,	as	 some	people	find	 it	 irritates	
their skin. After harvesting, give your comfrey a good 
watering and renew the mulch layer.   

Jean Nick gardens organically on 11 acres 
overlooking the Delaware River in eastern Pennsylvania 
with her partner, Tom, and her two children.   

This Story about Comfrey was Submitted  By Kathy 
McCann and was printed in the Bunny Hutch News 
(newsletter of the Long Island RBA, NY)     

FEEDING 
ORPHANED KITS 

Most of us have had an orphaned rabbit, maybe a 
single one, sometimes a whole litter.  Too  young to 
wean, they should still be nursing on Momma.  We try 
to avoid this by breeding 2 or  3 does at a time so we 
always have a doe to foster an orphan.  But you know 
what they say about the “best laid plans”… “stuff” 
happens.   Until recently, we have tried to nurse the 
babies using a commercially available formula called 
“KMR” (Kitten Milk Replacement made by PetAg), 
available in powder or liquid.  This is what our vet 
suggested.		But	they	would	fight	the	nipple,	dropper,	
or syringe and refused to swallow it.  Even when we 
could get it into them, we have lost better than 95% 
of the babies we tried this on. Last month, we lost 
a Flemish Giant Doe with a 15 day old litter of 4.  I 
couldn’t foster them on another doe.  But I found a 
different commercially prepared formula that seems 
to work really well.  It’s called “JUST BORN, Advanced 
Formula Milk Replacer for Kittens - Plus Colostrum”, 
made by Farnam Pet Products.  Also available as a 
liquid or a powder, it was readily accepted by the 
babies.  Rather than use a bottle with a nipple, I 
used a feeding syringe, just behind the front teeth.  
I was able to accurately see how much each baby 
was eating.  I fed them twice a day, starting at 15cc 
each per feeding, gradually increasing the quantity, 
based on what they seemed to want.  At 4 weeks 
old, I began bringing them their Formula in a bowl 
for them to lap up.  They loved it! Their weight is 
on par with a litter that has been nursed, and they 
are switching to pellets and rolled oats.  They are all 
very healthy and doing well.  Now at 6 weeks, I have 
switched them to a Second Step Formula (made by 
KMR).  Normally, we don’t wean our Flemish Giants 
until they are 8 weeks old, unlike smaller breeds that 
are weaned at 6 weeks. I am very pleased with the 
results of this different Milk Replacer and wanted to 
share my success.  I would really like to hear from 
anyone that has tried this or any other product.    

Cathy Caracciolo            
sunnyoaksrabbits@yahoo.com 

Reprinted with permission from the 
Bunny Hutch News 
(newsletter of the Long Island RBA, NY)
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American Dutch Rabbit Club 
Request for Show Sanction 

 Send Requests to: Norma Hart 
 190 N. First Ave. 
 Coal City, IL  60416 
 815-634-2676 
 NormaHart1@cbcast.com 

Name of Sponsoring Club: __________________________________________________ 

Location of Show: ________________________________________________________ 

Date of Show: ___________________________________________________________ 

ARBA # Open: _____________________ ARBA # Youth: ____________________ 

Show Secretary: __________________________________________________________ 

Address: ________________________________________________________________ 

City, State Zip Code: ______________________________________________________ 

Phone Number: __________________________________________________________ 

Email Address: ___________________________________________________________ 

Open Fee: $9.00 ________  Youth Fee: $6.00 ________ Total Enclosed: _____________ 

DO YOU USE COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR YOU SHOW?       YES          NO 

Sanction request must be received at least 30 days prior to show.  Thank You! 

ARBA National Convention Judging Schedule
Scott	Williamson,	Committee	Chair

Members:	Warren	Wiltman,	Billy	Bounds,	Dennis	Kline,	and	Bob	Bergene

YEAR STATE OPEN YOUTH

�00� Kentucky Randy	Shumaker,	Allen	Barr,	Mark	Stewardson Kevin	Hooper,	Tiffany	Wayne

�00� California Brad	Boyce,	Allan	Ormond Scott	Williamson

�0�0 Glen	Carr,	Eric	Mixdorf Briony	Barnes

�0�� Scott	Williamson,	Allen	Barr Kelli	Slack

�0�� Kevin	Hooper,	Brad	Boyce Erik	Bengtson
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MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION 
American Dutch Rabbit Club 

Send to: 
 Barb Kline Secretary / Treasurer 
 4664 S. C. Rd 591 
 New Riegel, OH  44853 
 419-595-2050 
 ADRCSecretary@aol.com 

Yearly Dues: 
Youth Membership   $8.00  ___________ 
Single Membership   $10.00  ___________ 
Husband / Wife   $14.00  ___________ 
Family     $20.00  ___________ 

I hereby make application for membership in the American Dutch Rabbit Club.  I agree 
to abide by your Constitution and By-Laws to further the interest of the American Dutch 
Rabbit in every way possible. 

Print Name: ________________________________________________ 

E-mail: ____________________________________________________ 

Birth Date:__________________________________________________ 

Youth name(s) and birth date(s) for family membership: 

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

Street Address_______________________________________________ 

City:___________________  State___________  Zip ________________ 

Phone __________________________________ 

Renewal ________  New  __________ Recommended by _____________ 

Canadian Memberships must add an additional $5.00 to cover mailing expenses.  Foreign 
memberships must add an additional $8.00 to cover mailing expenses.  All fees must be 
in US funds.  If you want your Dutch Reporter sent to you First Class, please add $7.00. 

NOTICE:
Effective	January	�,	�00�	ALL	
NEW	Memberships	will	require	
an	additional	$�.00	service	
fee.	Renewal	Memberships	are	
exempt	from	this	$�.00	fee.



6/08 12/08

STONE RIDGE RABBITRY

DUTCH     MINI LOPS

BOS DUTCH ARBA 
CONVENTION 2003

BOS MINI LOPS ARBA CONVENTION 2005

Katie & Dr. Vickie Spellmire
12987 Moulton-New Knoxville Rd

Wapakoneta, Ohio 45895
(419) 753-2723

          spellmire@nktelco.net
12/08

12/08

03/08

HAY DAY HILLS
Quality Dutch:

Blacks, Blues, Torts

Kelli Slack

krisdutch@aol.com

Black
	 				Blue
	 	 			Gray
	 	 	 Tortoise

8495 Co G
Verona, WI 53593

(608) 832-1579
Bunnisoo@aol.com

Sue Hill & Emily Strandwitz

Dutch Haven
Rabbitry

12/08

3/10



American Dutch Rabbit Club
  Richard Gehr, Editor
  190 N First Avenue
  Coal City, Illinois 60416

DATED
MATERIAL

         Send To:   

Artwork by Ryan McClish


